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New plans to transform educational experience
ByAli.saWidman
Report

The University has all the plans
in place to soon transform
undergraduates' educational
experiences.
The
Connecting
the
Undergraduate
Experience
Committee, an ad hoc committee of the Faculty Senate, gave
its final report at this month's

met* ting alter a 19-month
development process.
CUE is now moving into an
implementation phase, with
a new committee charged
last Friday and a meeting
planned in the near future.
said Neal lesse, implementation committee chair.
"Most membership is in place
and were ready to go ahead and
start putting elements of the CUE

"Our current general
education model
isn't doing what it's
supposed to do."
proposal into pi.ii e he said. "I'm
excited to gei the committee
together and begin implement-

ing a wonderful new program foi
general education."
< UE's main goals include
revamping undergraduate gen
1-1 .il education courses and
restructuring the freshman
BGeXperience program, lesse
said I he committee will imple
men! both changes within a limeline established by University
President Carol Cartwrighl as
part of the "Strategic Plan."

'We did some analysis ol current general edui ation and found
thai must students view it as a
hurdle, said Paul Moore, a committee membei I hej dun t feel
connected and don'l understand
the outcome Bet ause oui current general education model
isn't doing what it's supposed to
do. we're developing a new model
See CUE

COOD
'NEVER

SEEMED
fSOGOOD

ByMaxFUby
Reporter

Going into the fourth quarter of last week's football home opener,
some students were on edge, but it was not because of the t ic game
flashing on the scoreboard.
Students and fans were surprised when the song "Sweet
Caroline" by Neil Diamond did not play over the speakers as it
had for the last three years at every home football game. Members
of the marching band were a few of the students who were upset

when the fourth quarter rolled around and Neil Diamond's voice
did not echo out from the stadium's speakers.
"It was a good tradition while it lasted. It seems like the athletic
department is moving more toward techno music," said Colin
Studer, senior trumpet player in the marching band. "I think its
because a lot of the Big 10 schools are pumping it through their
speakers because they think that's what gets the crowd excited."
Although untrue, the tradition was originally rumored to have
SeeCAROUNE|Page2
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Handicap parking faces limited number
of available spots, not metered parking

Affordable Care Act's six month anniversary reminds
students of updated policies with health insurance

By M.» F.lby
Reporter

As handicap students and faculty
arrive for classes later this fall,
they will notice some changes
when looking for a parking spot
on campus.
Handicap students will no longer be able to park for free in
metered spots starting some time
in October this year.
"It's a very sensitive issue right
now," said Bradley Leigh, execu
tive director of business operaSee PARKING | Page 2

New health insurance laws affect
college students in several ways

By Savannah Hay
Report!

PAVEMENT:-

■

iHclcing sigrrs outside ollheJeiom'.

painted on the pavement while one sign can be turned around

rirsidenlObaina signed inliicllci I
the Affordable t are Act on March
23, 20io. Exactly six months later,
young adults will now have more
accessibility to health insurance
under their parents policies.
"Students will have increased
access tn their parents' insurance
now they can I do that, they
have to offer up until 26. In the
pasl. students have had access in

parents insurance up until the
age of 23," said Richard Sipp, the
Executive Director ol the Center
leu Health,it the University.
This act has the potential to
i,use premiums on students' parents' insurance policies
"That's the other potential
impact. It appears as il many of
the health insurance companies
are raising premiums in anticipaSee HEALTH | Page 2

STREET
Artist shares glass techniques

Facebook profile pictures show values

Player returns as opponent

Visiting glass artist Jason Chakravarty

Columnist discusses different Facebook profile

Former Michigan kick specialist Bryan

from Chicago showed students how

pictures and the values that he interprets for each,

Wright returns to the Big House Saturday

to incorporate neon light into finished

including the partying beer pong to happy couples

for the first time since transferring to the

glass pieces | Page 3

with displays of affection | Page 4

University as a graduate student | Page 6

Do you miss the song "Sweet Caroline!"
ELIWAETERUNG
Sophomore. Electro Mechanical
Systems Technology
"Somewhat You hear people singing it then you hear not so sober
people singing it

K VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS. UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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"They go nuts when they hear [Party

CAROLINE

in the USA]. You can see it in their

From Page 1

eyes as the first note is played; they
been stopped by football
coach DaveClawson.
love it."
"Coach Clawson docs like
Brian Delehoy | Marketing and Promotions
the song," said Erin O'Riley.
assistant director of football operations. "He's not in Miley Cyrus's "Party In The third to fourth quarter transicharge of the songs at football USA," which has become a tion period. For the remaingames. The athletic depart- new favorite song for mem- det of the season, students
and fans can "like" the BG
ment handles all of that stuff." bers of the football team.
"They go nuts when they Warriors page on Facebook,
In between the third and
fourth quarter at the home hear that song." Delehoy said. where they can request songs
opener, the song "Jump "You can see it in their eyes as to be played before the fourth
Around" was played instead the first note is played; they quarter at home games.
"We're just looking to find
love it."
of "Sweet Caroline."
The football team first a new song to recharge
"lump Around' is always a
good en >wd song." said Brian added "Party In The USA" to the team, but it will be
Delehoy. assistant director of its game playlist over the cool to make it interactive,"
marketing and promotions summer while at training Delehoy said. "Anyone can
for athletics "Us not neces- camp. After the song was just become a fan of BG
sarily going to be played at accidentally played at camp, Warriors on Facebook to
every home game, but we a few of the football play- suggest any songs or good
are trying to settle in on a ers danced to it as a joke, ideas they have."
At the next home game, t he
resulting in its addition to
new song."
athletic department will also
Although "lump Around" the playlist.
Members of the football be handing out 10,000 clapwill not be played at the
beginning of the fourth quar- team were seen dancing to per noisemakers to all fans.
The athletic department
ter at every home football "Party In The USA" at the
will also be offering a deal in
game, it is being considered home opener on Sept. 18.
The athletic department the tailgate park. People can
as one of a few replacements
plans to involve students in purchase dinner and a ticket
for "Sweet Caroline."
Instead
of
"Sweet the decision-making process for $15, or just a dinner for $7
Caroline," fans were also for picking a new, permanent up to three hours prior to the
treated to a few plays of song to be played during the football game.
get people convenience,"
Leigh said. "But we are
trying to level the field.
From Page 1
Everyone should have to
tions. "We have a group put coins into the meters."
working on corresponProblems with handicapped students and
dence for that issue."
However, parking servic- faculty have also caused
es plans on moving away parking services to make
from individually metered the change.
Some students and facspots all together. Some
recently resurfaced lots ulty members have been
like lot N will feature new parking in metered visi"pay and display" meters tor lots, taking up space
where people will be able for handicapped and
to use debit or credit cards non-handicapped visitors,
Leigh said.
to pay.
There is no official
If a handicapped driver
parking code that allows only displays their handihandicap drivers to park in capped tag instead of a
metered spots when handi- University parking tag,
capped spots are taken, parking services is unable
Leigh said. Until now. to cite that driver, leaving
University parking services fewer handicapped spots
has looked the other way for visitors to the University.
when coming across an Except for repeat offenders,
unpaid metered spot being parking services has been
used by a handicapped stu- unable to find and cite
dent or faculty member.
drivers who park only in
Although this procedure the metered visitor spots.
has occurred for the past
"Right now students are
several years, the change usually parking in the
will come into effect under handicapped meter spots,
the new leadership of Leigh but we need to make sure
and Aaron Kane, parking our handicapped guests
and shuttle manager.
have a close place to park,"
"Our philosophy is to Leigh said. "We are working

PARKING

Government president,
serves as the implementation committee's underFrom Page 1
graduate student reprethat would achieve the sentative. Other members
learning outcomes of the include a representative
from Graduate Student
University."
With CUE's new model Senate and faculty and
in place, students will administration from all
have a rewarding, singular across campus.
"My role is to provide a
educational experience,
student perspective for the
Moore said.
"When the model is fully curriculum," Basch said. "I
implemented, the fresh- think CUE is really going
men coming in will have to make general education
a completely different courses more meaningful
educational experience," for students and bring conMoore said. "But for now, nections between classes
it's still a work in progress, across the curriculum."
Students should be excitbecause we're still working
on developing courses and ed about CUE's future work,
shepherding the process he said, because the comthrough paperwork and mittee has great potential
to remove the mentality of
approval committees."
Kevin
Basch, getting general education
Undergraduate Student classes "out of the way"

CUE

"I have high
expectations and I
think it's going to...
be successful."
Kevin Basch | USG President

and to restructure undergraduate education.
"I wish 1 had another year
here, so I could see how it
goes," Basch said with a
laugh. "This is an opportunity to do a lot of good
things for the undergraduate experience. I have high
expectations and I think
it's going to go very well
and be successful, and
make a lot of degrees more
meaningful."
To learn more about
CUE, visit http://www.
bgsu.edu/cue.

Check us out online at:
www. b gvievfs. com

"Our philosophy is to get people
convenience. But we are trying to level
the field. Everyone should have to put
coins into the meters."
Bradley Leigh | Business Operations

on the communication for
the change, to make it happen sometime in October."
Lot 12 is the only
University parking lot without any handicapped spots
available. However, parking services will be adding
row signs by November to
make the parking lot easier
to navigate for all residential students.
Members
of
the
Undergraduate Student
Government will be meeting with the parking advisory committee today to
discuss options and solutions for the current handicapped parking situation.
"I think its just a matter
of location," said Justin
Albright, USG chief administrator in charge of parking
appeals. "Parking is going
through a lot of changes.
While there are plenty of

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

spaces, they might not be
where students need to go."
Parking lots are required
to have one out of every
25 spots accessible to the
handicapped, and one out
of each of those eight must
be handicapped van accessible, according to the
Americans with Disabilities
Association. Contrary to
rumors, the University
meets the ADA requirement
for handicapped parking
spots, without allowing
students to park in metered
spots without paying.
"The University already
meets the number of spots
required so I doubt any
spots will end up being
added," Albright said. "But
the student affairs committee in USG will still be
working very closely to try
and figure out what could
be done."

HEALTH
From Page 1

"Students will have
increased access

to their parents'
tion of changes of health
reform so cost of health
insurance..."
insurance may go up," Sipp
Richard Sipp | Director
said.
While this is a potential
positive, there are also website, www.healthcare.
potential costs involved, gov. The new law will cover
according to Sipp.
young adults under their
"Sometimes it's more parents' insurance regardexpensive to just stay on less of whether or not they
the parents plan than it is are married, living with
to acquire student insur- them, in school or financialance like the student insur- ly dependent upon them.
ance here," Sipp said. "We Insurance companies are
do have students who take not required to cover adult
the student insurance here children, however, if health
voluntarily because it's less care insurance is provided
expensive to buy insurance to them through their own
through the University employment.
than it is to stay on their
Freshman Leonard J.
parents' plan."
Brown, sophomore Jacob
As far as a decrease in the Pocock and senior Lauren
number of students using Tozer all say they're covered
the student insurance plan, under their parents' insurthe numbers are not in yet, ance. Tozer is still weighing
but Sipp does not antici- her options, while Brown
pate a decrease in students and Pocock definitely think
enrolling in University they will stay under their
health insurance.
parents' insurance.
The increase in age is not
"1 feel it'll save me a lot
the only change for young of money," Brown said
adults, according to the when informed about the
government's health care increase of age eligibility.
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The faculty members of Bowling Green State University have a critical
decision to make about their future and the future of our University as
they prepare to vote on forming a faculty union. The administration of
BGSU feels strongly that a labor union will not advance the mission of
BGSU, and will, in fact, impede progress that is under way. As you weigh
this decision, we ask that you consider the following:
Collective bargaining is important and ALL faculty should
carefully consider all the information and vote
> The University's position and communications, including reference
sources to support their arguments, are available at the following
web-site: http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/provost/page77692.html
> If a union were to be formed, faculty members could still decline union
membership. However, they will typically be required to pay "Fair
Share" fees.
> A simple majority of voters decides whether BGSU faculty will unionize.
If only 300 eligible faculty vote, and 151 vote for a union, the decision
will be decided by less than 19% of the faculty.
A simple majority of voters decides whether BGSU faculty will unionize.
Make sure your voice is heard. If you arc eligible, please vote beginning
on September 28.
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PHOTOS BY AARON DEAN I PHOTOGRAPHER

TOP RIGHT: Sophomore Alii Lowe. 3-D Aft major, prepares to put glass in the annealer.
which cools the glass to prevent an explosion

LEFT: Professor Scon Darlington and visiting artist Jason Chakravarty sculpt a UFO glass piece.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Jason Chakravarty discusses the glowing effect that occurs when he
applies an electrical current to the aigon gas inside the glass artwork.
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ACHIEVEMENT:
STAYING ON TOP OF
YOUR CLASSES AND
YOUR BUDGET
MAKE MANAGING YOUR MONEY AT BOWLING GREEN ONE
LESS THING TO WORRY ABOUT.
Open a PNC Virtual Wallet' Student Account,

©PNf BAN.

and get the banking tools you need. Like ATMs
conveniently located on and near campus.

Sb7fl 1D1I1

You'll even get a free PNC Bank Visa' Check
Card designed just tor Bowling Green. And
Virtual Wallet Student also gives you online tool6 like Danger Days, a weekly
Calendar and Parent Alerts to help take the stress out of keeping track of your
money, so you can focus on other things. To open your account, call 1-877-PNC- WOO.
visa pnc.com/bgsu or visit us at the PJJC Bank Customer Service Center at the
B^wen Thompson Student Union.

PMC BANK
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"They go nuts when they hear [Party
in the USA]. You can see it in their

CAROLINE
From Page 1

eyes as the first note is played: they

been Mopped In football
coach DaveClawson.
I oai li ClawSOIl does like
the song," said Erin O'Rlley,
assistant director of football operations, lie's not in
c barge of the Mines at football
Mine. The athletic department handles allot thai stuff."
In between ihe third and
fourth quartet .H the home
opener, the song "lump
Around was played Instead
.■I "Sweel ( aroline."
"Jump Around' is always a
good crowd song," said Brian
Delehoy. assistant directoi of
marketing and promotions
toi athletics It s not neces
saril) going lo he played at
. c. ■. home game, Inn we
are trying lo settle in on a
new song
Although "lump Around"
will not In- played at the
beginningol the fourth quarme football
game, it i- being considered
as one oi a leu replacements
[HI 'Sweet t aroline.'
Instead
ol
"Sweet
i aroline.' fans were also

love it."
ehoy | MatletirydMi Pioiiwtions
Mlley Cyrus's "Party In The
USA." which has become a
new favorite song for members of the football team.
"They go nuts when they
hear that snug." I >elehoy said.
"You can see it in their eyes as
the first note is played; they
love it."
Ihe football team first

added "Party In The USA" to
its game playlisl over the
summer while at training
camp. Alter the song was
accidental!) played at camp,
a lew ol the football players danced to it as a joke,
resulting in its addition to
the playlisl.
Members of the football
team weie seen dancing to
Party In Ihe USA at the
home opener on Sept. m.
Ihe athletic department
plans to involve students in
the decision-making process
lc ii picking a new. pel manent
song to he played during the

neaied lo a few plays ol

gel people convenience,"'
I eigh said. "But we are
trying to level the field.
I veryone should have to
put coins into the meters."
Problems with handicapped
students
and
(acuity have also caused
p,liking ser\ ices to make
the change.
Some students and faculty members have been
parking in metered visiIOI lots, taking up space
for
handicapped
and
non handicapped visitors.
Leigh said.

PARKING
lions
We have a group
.\oikmg on correspondence Id ihat issue
I lowever, parking sen u
• plans on moving awaj
individual!) metered
■pots .ill logethei Some
ntlj resurfaced lots
. k Mi \ will featun new
"pa> and display1 meters
: people will lie able
io use debit oi credit cards
i pa)
is no official
liaising code thai allows
.. ap drivers to park in
metered spots when handi■ I spots .lie taken,
Leigh said. Until now.
Univet >it) parking services
has looked the other way
when i oining at loss an
unpaid metered spol being
used in a handicapped student oi faculi) member.
Although tin- procedure
has cue iiiiecl loi the past
■everal years, ihe change
once into effeel under
Ihe new leadership ol Leigh
and Aaron Kane, parking
and shuttle manager.
"Our philnsophv is to

II .i handicapped drivei
onl) displays iheir handicapped tag instead of a
Universit) parking tag.
parking services is unable
io i He that driver, leaving
lewei handicapped spots
for visitors to the University.
Except lor repeal offenders,
parking services has been
unable lo find and cite
drivers who park only in
the metered visitor spots.
"Right now students are
usually parking in the
handicapped meter spots,
hut we need to make sure
our handicapped guesls
have a close place to park,"

i eigh said. 'We are working

third to fourth quarter transition period. lor the remainder of the season, students
and fans can "like" the BG
Warriors page on lacehook.
where they can request songs
to he played before Ihe fourth
quarter at home games.
"We're just looking to find
a new song to recharge
the team, but it will he
cool to make it Interactive,"
Delehoy said. Anyone can
just become a Ian ol lit;

Warriors on Facebook to
suggest any songs 01 good

Ideas they have."
At the next home game the
athletic department will also
be handing out 10,000 clapper noisemakers to all fans.
ihe athletic department
will also be offering a deal in
tin' tailgate park People can
purchase dinnei .tiui a ticket
for $15, or just a dinner fol $7
up lo three hours prior to the
football game

rVw"

■•

on the communication for
the change, to make it hap
pen sometime in October."
lot
VI is the only
University parking lot without any handicapped spots
available However, parking services will be adding
low signs by November In
make the parking lot easiel
to navigate for all residential students.
Members
of
the
Undergraduate
Student
Government will be meeting with the parking advi
sory committee today to
discuss options and solutions lor the current handi
capped parking situation.
I think its just a matter
of location," said Justin
Albright, USt; chief administrator in c barge of parking
appeals Parking is going
through a lot of changes.
While there are plenlv of

Government
president,
serves as the implementation committee's under
graduate student representative. Other members
include a representative
from Graduate Student
Senate and faculty and
administration from all
across campus.
"My role is to provide a
student perspective for the
curriculum. Basch said. "I
think CUE is really going
to make general education
courses more meaningful
for students and bring connections between classes
across the curriculum."
Students should he excited about CUli's future work,
he said, because the committee has great potential
to remove the mentality of
getting general education
c lasses "out of the way"

"I have high
expectations and I
think it's going to...
be successful."
Kevin Basch | USG President
and to restructure undergraduate education.
"I wish I had another year
here, so I could see how it
goes," Basch said with a
laugh. "This is an opportunity to do a lot of good
things for the undergraduate experience. I have high
expectations and I think
it's going lo go very well
and be successful, and
make a lot of degrees more
meaningful."
To learn more about
CUE, visit hltp://www.
bgsti.edu/cuc.

Check us out online at:
www. bg We vrs.com

nessOj iial i
spaces, they might not be
where students need to go."
Parking lots are required
to have one out of every
25 spots accessible lo Ihe
handicapped, and one out
ol each of those eight must
be handicapped van accessible, according to the
Americans with Disabilities
Association. Contrary to
rumors, the University
meets Ihe ADA requirement
for handicapped parking
spots, without allowing
students to park in metered
spots without paying.
I he University already
meets the number of spots
required so I doubt any
spots will end up being
added," Albright said. "Bui
the student affairs committee in US(i will still be
winking very closely to try
and figure out what could
be done."

HEALTH
From I
lion of changes of health
reform so cost of health
insurance may go up," Sipp
said.
While this is a potential
positive, there are also
potential costs involved,
according to Sipp.
"Sometimes it's more
expensive to just stay on
the parents plan than it is
to acquire student insurance like Ihe student insurance here," Sipp said. "We
do have students who take
the student insurance here
voluntarily because it's less
expensive (o buy insurance
through ihe University
than it is to stay on their
parents' plan."
As far as a decrease in the
number of students using
the student insurance plan,
ihe numbers are not in yet,
but Sipp does not anticipate a decrease in students
enrolling in University
health insurance.
Ihe increase in age is not
the only change tin young
adults, according to the
government's health care

"Students will have
increased access
to their parents'
insurance..."
Richard Sipp | Director
website, www.healthcare.
gov. The new law will cover
young adults under their
parents' insurance regardless of whether or not they
are married, living with
them, in school or financially dependent upon them.
Insurance companies are
not required to cover adult
children, however, if health
care insurance is provided
to them through Iheir own
employment.
Freshman Leonard ].
Brown, sophomore Jacob
Pocock and senior Lauren
Tozer all say they're covered
under iheir parents' insurance. Tozer is still weighing
her options, while Brown
and Pocock definitely think
they will stay under their
parents' insurance.
"I feel it'll save me a lot
of money." Brown said
when informed about the
increase of age eligibility.

Unionization
and BGSU
The faculty members of Bowling Green Slate University have a critical
decision to make about their future and the luture of our University as
they prepare lo vote on forming a faculty union. The administration of
BGSU feels strongly that a labor union will not advance the mission of
BGSU, and will, in fact, impede progress thai is under way. As you weigh
this decision, we ask that you consider the following:

V , M

[..:l5,rYic-. S*lo«mrM.-nSt Women
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141 W. Wooster St. - 419-354-8533

Collective bargaining is important and ALL faculty should
carefully consider all the information and vote

419352-463/
tOlON.MmnSt.
Bowling Green, OH 41402

that would achieve the
learning outcomes of the
University."
With CUP.'s new model
in place, students will
have a rewarding, singular
educational experience,
Moore said.
"When the model is fully
implemented, the freshmen coming in will have
a completely different
educational experience,"
Moore said. "But for now,
it's still a work in progress,
because we're still working
on developing courses and
shepherding the process
through paperwork and
approval committees."
Kevin
Basch.
Undergraduate Student

the field. Everyone should have to put
coins into the meters."

.•..'..nix • Paul Mrtch-.-ll • HeaMiiSor JUi« • QPJ

Annette

From Page 1

"Our philosophy is to get people
convenience. But we are trying to level

ur services
retail product
!■■

CUE

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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> The University's position and communications, including reference
sources to support their arguments, are available at the following
web-site: http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/provost/page77692.hlml
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> If a union were to be formed, faculty members could still decline union
membership. However, they will typically be required to pay "Pair
Share" fees.
> A simple majority of voters decides whether BGSU faculty will unionize.
If only 300 eligible faculty vote, and 151 vote for a union, the decision
will be decided by less than 19% ol the faculty.
A simple majority of voters decides whether BGSU faculty will unionize.
Make sure your voice is heard. If you are eligible, please vote beginning
on September 28.
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TOP RIGHT: Sophomore Alii Lowe. 5-D Art mapr. prepares to put glass in the annealer.
which cools the glass to prevent an explosion.

PHOTOS BY AARON DEAN | PHOTOGRAPHER

LEFT: Professor Scon Ddrlington and visiting artist Jason Chakravarty sculp! a UFO glass piece.

BOTTOM RIGHT:
applies an electrical current to the arg

-»

ACHIEVEMENT:
STAYING ON TOP OF
YOUR CLASSES AND
YOUR BUDGET
MAKE MANAGING YOUR MONEY AT BOWLING GREEN ONE
LESS THING TO WORRY ABOUT.
Open a PNC Virtual Wallet* Student Account,

©PUT/BANK

and get the banking tools you need. Like ATMs
conveniently located on and near campus.
You'll even get a free PNC Bank Visa" Check
Card designed just for Bowling Green. And
Virtual Wallet Student also gives you online tools like Danger Days, a weekly
Calendared Parent Alerts to help take the stress out of keeping track of your
money, so you can focus on other things. To open your account, call 7-877-PNC-1000,
visit pnc.com/bgsu or visit us at the PNC Bank Customer Service Center at the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
I

PNC BANK

FORUM
rtv/rLtUN

"It was a good tradition while it lasted. It seems like the athletic department is moving more toward techno music."
- Colin Studer, senior trumpet player in the marching band, [see story, pq. 1].

lb J I Ktb I

Do you miss "Sweet Caroline" being played at games?
"No"

"No not at all"

"Yeah I do actually

Fnday. September 24.2010 4

"No not really.

k

I don't like that

I like that song."

Have your own take on

song."

KAELANBELL
Sophomore.
Digital Arts

todays People On The

GABRIEL
MORGAN.
Sophomore,
Environmental Science.
nternatiortal Studies

JACOB
CLOLINGER,
Sophomore.
Environmental
Science

JESSICA
CARTELLONE,
Sophomore,
Psychology

"Mirror pic": cine of few articulations that can swiftly and
accurately describe one's
Facebook profile picture.
What does a "minor pic" say
about the person who took
it? What does someone's
profile picture say about
him or her in general? Today,
embark with me on a journey
through Facebook profile pictures. Let us put on our hard
hats, take up our shovels, fill
our buckets, do 15 minutes
of preliminary stretches and
then finally dive into another
episode of "What Does My
Facebook Profile Picture Say
About Me?"
lust like the good ol" days
when people kept photos of
loved ones in their wallets,
Facebook profile pictures do
something very similar. They
show what we value and, as
silly as that may be for you
to think about, I believe it to
be true. A Facebook profile

less guy profile picture. Tough
guy is trying to say a lot about
his values with his picture.
First, he seems to be saying
"Hey, I'm comfortable with
my sexuality. Now I want you
to get comfortable with me
... baby(?)" Secondly, this is
a guy that likes to take risks,
and is one of the braver souls
I know. He put up this profile picture knowing full well
that all his friends could give
him the verbal beatdown
of the century, but he didn't
care! This is a man's man, no
doubt about it. Finally, tough
guy wants you, the viewer, to
know he thoroughly enjoys a
good workout.
The last Facebook profile
picture I would like to discuss is that of the happily
unwedded couple. Yes, this is
the picture that features two
people completely beaming
at each other, as if one (if not
both) of them had just struck
it rich. Putting up a profile
picture of yourself and your
significant other is one thing,
putting up a profile picture of
Sec FACEBOOK I

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

Club sports benefit
students for life

Facebook pictures make good or bad impressions
picture is the first impres- ever so gently, "1 love to party.
sion (and a strong one al I love college so much."
that I someone may get of
Right alongside our beer
us. Therefore, it is only nat- pong champ is his faithful
ural that what we have as female counterpart. Her proour main display picture is file picture proudly presents
something that shows what her and a few of her friends,
we really hold dear to our- with their hands raised and
selves. If any of you read my turned outward, cheap beer
editorial two weeks ago, you in hand. Something to the
probably think I'm setting effect of "O.M.G. I've never
myself up for a few home had so much fun in my life."
runs here. I would say you're Clearly these girls have seen
"The Hills" one too many
probably right.
One of the first Facebook times, or may have mistaken
profile picture types that their lives for MTV's Spring
pop into my head is the typi- Break Television. Regardless,
cal college party kid. Again, I think it's very brave of them
remember, we're talking to be in a constant state of
about how someone's pro- reenacting their favorite
file picture reflects on values. popular teen T.V shows in
Here we have the dude, most their Facebook profile piclikely playing beer pong, tures. These girls remind me
mid-shot, tongue stuck out of those really great Civil War
of the right side of his face. reenactments — just, less so.
Focused. Determined Poised Similar to their male beer
for success. Poised to make pong friends, their profile
his opponent drunk faster pictures do not skate around
thitn himself, although we the fact that these girls love
both know they'll both end The Hills," and these girls
up stumbling home tonight. love a good party.
Beer pong profile picture guy
On a separate end of the
obviously holds partying very spectrum (without a female
close to his heart. Perhaps his equivalent that jumps into
profile picture is whispering my head) is the tough, shirt-

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

H

ANTHONY
BRYSOH
COLUMNIST

For many college students,
sports are an integral part of
their lives. College athletes
live and breathe competition. Fans pack bleachers
and stadiums to cheer for
their home team.
There are many students
who enjoy participating in
sports, but for whatever
reason they do not have
the opportunity to do so
with their college's athletic department. For these
die-hard sports enthusiasts, there are club sports
and intramurals.
Intramurals are a great
way to meet new people on
campus that enjoy similar
activities and to build team
spirit among your current
friends. The University has
a huge number of intramural sports available. To
find out how to register for
these, go to the Recreation

•5

and Wellness website.
If you want to find competition outside the University,
you can join one of the many
club sports available. Club
sports can add the structure
and dedication you may be
looking for in your physical activity. A list of these
sports can be found on the
Recreation and Wellness
website or the Office of
Campus Activities website.
Club sports give students
the chance to represent their
college with pride.
The fulfillment of competitive needs is not the only
benefit of club sports and
intramurals. A recent study
in Medicine & Science in
Sports & Exercise, performed
by Rochelle M. Eime and her
colleagues, found that participants in club sports found
more life satisfaction and better levels of mental well-being
than participants who performed other physical activities.
See SPORTS | Page 5
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GeoJourney spends days in California
dropped off at 10 a.m. and
had until 9 p.m. to explore.
Of course 1 spent the day
The top of the fall was shopping and taking picbreath taking. It was worth tures of the hilly streets and
every step. After engulfing tall buildings that surrounda Tupperware container of ed me. 1 even braved the city
cookies, it was time to call bus system to visit various
it a night.
areas in the city.
Friday was spent travelNeedless to say, San
ing around different areas Francisco is more than just
of coastal California. We a city — it was an experiresearched the stability ence. Before we left, a group
of the lands if there were of us students stopped to
to be another earthquake. eat at the infamous In and
All of our information was Out Burger. Silence braced
then compiled into a proj- our table as we all conect we had to turn in later sumed our burgers and
that night.
fries without hesitation.
We woke up early Saturday We made sure we left time
morning and visited Muir to stop at the Ghirardelli
Woods, a national forest in chocolate shop to get ice
California, before spending cream. My classmates, who
our day in the wonderful city have become close friends
of San Francisco.
of mine, know I will always
Days off come about every make time for chocolate!
7-10 days, and since we don't
San Francisco came
get weekends off like stu- and went in a blink of an
dents on campus, days off eye, and before I knew it we
are well-earned and great- were on our way to Yosemite
ly appreciated. We were National Park in California.
ByMich.UWy.ocki
Columnist

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

"The birds were
chirping, I couldn't
imagine a more
tranquil place."
Michele Wysocki | Columnist

Sunday mostly consisted of
driving, and Monday was
the basic overview of the
park. We visited Half Dome
and other geologic features
in the park, but they saved
the best view for Tuesday.
Tuesday we had the
opportunity to hike to
the top of the waterfalls
in Yosemite. As soon as
we started hiking, beauty
immediately surrounded
us. The hike was just as
spectacular as the top of
the waterfall. The trail
most of us chose to take
took us right along the side
of the waterfall. Steps of
granite were cut out of the
landscape, creating a staircase to follow up to the top.
Once I got to the top and
looked down the waterfall,
I was entranced.
See JOURNEY | PageS

■ E-mail us at thenews(Pbgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom ol
this page.
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Interesting news out of
South Bend not concerning
Notre Dame football? Well,
not exactly. The Irish lost
last Saturday to Michigan
State in overtime on a fake
field goal as time expired.
Pretty good, right? That's
not even half the story; it's
only about a third.
Spartan head coach Mark
Dantonio, just hours after
calling the gutsiest play of his
life, found himself in a fight
for his life. He was rushed
to the hospital early Sunday
after suffering a mild heart
attack. Doctors placed a stem
in his heart, and he remained
in the hospital for days (If
you're keeping track, that's
two thirds of the story).
In a perfect world, that
would have been the end of
the story. Monday morning,
South Bend radio personality Matt Patrick had some
interesting things to say to his
WTRC FM-95.3 audience, in a
segment he probably wishes
never happened.

After he recounted the final
seconds of the game, during
which he claimed the Spartans
cheated because referees
allowed them to run the final
play when the clocks read 0.00,
he launched into this unsavory
editorial: "The moral of the
story is you mess around with
the Fighting Irish, you cheat on
the last play of the game, overtime, and beat the Irish, God is
going to get you."
Patrick told the Detroit Free
Press Tuesday that he was trying to be funny and maybe he
could have chosen his words
differently. He does not believe
God did anything to Dantonio.
Patrick's attempt at humor
was perhaps meant to magnify Notre Dame's historically
intense, over-the-top attitude
about their football team. To
suggest God. the holy smiter
himself, caused Dantonio's
heart attack is kind of creepy.
So why say anything at all?
It's like when your friend
made that Michael Jackson
joke and then upon realizing its distastefulness, they
immediately ask, "Was that
too soon?"
Hint: Ways to know if a joke
is "too soon": If you receive
angry emails, death threats

and/or find yourself signed up
forpornographic Websites you
were not previously signed up
for, which apparently all happened to Patrick.
Death threats and porn
subscriptions aside, he
had it coming. He has
since apologized through
mutual friends and various news outlets.
He is the new host of
"Michiana's Morning News,"
a show where politically
conservative rhetoric is
welcomed, A host of such
a show says a lot of things
usually lacking in sincerity
or meaningfulness. It is easy
to understand why he might
think it was okay to make
those comments. Sports
fans are, by definition, irrational. They can't sense the
sarcasm in a lot of cases.
All talk radio personalities should take a cue from
Don Imus and Patrick:
leave the wit filled, facetiously drenched comments to yourself. You
might be the only one who
thinks it's funny.

Respond to Wade at
thenews @bgnews. com

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras

210 West Hall

Bowling Green. Ohio 454051 Phone: (419) 572-6966

Sports radio personality shares opinion
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JESS JAMES, SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR

BL0G6ING
Check out the sports
Nog for the latest in
BG athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts, audio
slideshows and video
add to the story

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a cunent issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
lor verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to theitews^bgciews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column. AH submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing The
editor may change the headknes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Reality TV show leads to cultural scarring
ByJiHi.nAramo~ici.Ki
State Collaoian (Kanaas State
Untvaraity)
Colege News Net

In a world where women often
fall victim to the collaborative
forces of unrealistic media
standards and their own insecurities, it is refreshing to hear
a success story of self-acceptance. I am sorry to say this is
not one of those stories.
Asif the media hasn't taken
enough drastic measures
to attain the most depraved
standards for your viewing
pleasure, a new competition
on the E! Network combines
two things that should never
be put together in any situation: Weddings and plastic
surgery.
The new reality series
"Bridalplasty" features women
preparing for their respective
weddings as they compete in
challenges against each other.
That sounds pretty standard
for most game-based reality series. The difference is
that whoever wins a particular challenge gets to pick a
plastic surgery from a list she
compiled ahead of time and
the procedure will be done
immediately. The results
will be unveiled on the next
week's show.
Meanwhile, the groom
is not allowed to watch any
of this. If I were the groom, I
wouldn't want to watch any

of this. Since when does love
"If you don't have
come with a series of injections and a scalpel to the face?
plastic surgery,
According to a Sept. 16
Hollywood Reporter article.
too, there must be
"E! orders plastic surgery bridal competition," the challeng- something wrong."
es continue to escalate until
Jrliar Aramowif / j Kansas State
one woman is crowned the
winner and gets a complete together in an extremely short
surgical makeover, drastical- amount of time. Ifthat is what
ly altering her entire appear- the network thinks constiance. The finale will be the tutes a "perfect bride," then
day she walks down the aisle, 1 hope every person — man
complete with the E! camera or woman — affiliated with
crew, and her husband-to- the production of that show is
be lifts back her veil to see a rightfully single.
"lam disgusted with the fad
woman he most definitely did
not know from the beginning that there is even a market
of their relationship.
for this," said Madeline Wetta,
The women are voted out, senior in English literature. "1
week by week, like many reali- think one of the biggest points
ty programs, and according to of reality TV is to sell back the
the show's description in the worst part of our culture for
article, the castoffs are "pos- entertainment. Shows like
sibly walking away with noth- this are turning women into a
ing and losing |their| chance modern freakshow."
Giuliana Rancic, Mark
to be the perfect bride."
Ouch. This is where I want Cronin and Cris Abrego,
to tell the E! Network a few the executive producers of
choice words I cannot say "Bridalplasty," are the same
in the Collegian. That is the people behind popular promost ridiculous and degrad- grams such as "The Surreal
ing statement a television net- Life" and "Rock of l.ove Bus"
work could make in regards with Bret Michaels. I have
to the worthiness of these guiltily watched these shows
women who are competing before — mostly because it
for a chance to be somebody is fun to watch Bret Michaels
they are not. There is abso- pretend he is still imporlutely no merit in what is tant — but the problem with
basically taking your body "Bridalplasty." compared to
apart and putting it back the team's previous endeavors.

FACEB00K SPORTS
From Page 4

JOURNEY
From Page 4

From Page 4

yourself and your significant
other where you're kissing
or hugging or what have
you, is an entirely different
scenario. I venture to say
that people that use EPPDA
(Facebook Profile Picture
Displays of Affection) are not
just showing they value their
relationship but are also saying that they need reaffirming
about it. These people need
to show other people via their
profile picture that they are, in
fact, in love or in whatever
they say they are. I mean,
they are... right? So maybe
they do really value their
relationship by displaying
it as a profile picture, but at
times 1 believe they value
reaffirming their relationship status by other peoples' opinions — just to be
sure.
From "mirror pics" to
shirtlesspicturesorpictures
of you acting like you're in
LA and not Bowling Green,
Facebook profile pictures
truly reflect a person's values and beliefs — whether
their displayer would like
them to or not. Do not
be alarmed, my friends.
Rather, be wary about the
first impression you want
to give your Facebook
buddies. After all, a deer
does not like being called
a sheep. Unless of course,
the deer is actually a sheep
in disguise.

The benefits associated
in this study can be taken
advantage of even by fit individuals and those already
exercising. A lack of change
in an exercise routine can
lead to a stale experience and
burnout. Team sports add
a new dynamic to anyone's
activity experience.
If you think your sport
participation will stop at college, think iigain. Many cities, including Bowling Green,
have adult sport leagues
included in their recreation
departments. Bowling Green
has opportunities for adults
in such sports as volleyball,
basketball and tennis.
There is no reason sport
participation should stop
in high school. If you love
sports, don't just fulfill your
love through ESPN. Don't
be afraid to meet new people, loin an intramural or
club team, and reap the
physical and psychological
benefits of fun!

Respond to Anthony at
thenews@bgneuis.com

Respond to Michelle at
thenews@bgnews.com

check us out online §

BGYiews

.com

Respond to Chad at
thenews@bgneuis.com
ft re Mom-

The top of the fall was
breath taking, and it was
worth every step. A group
of us sat and ate our lunch
at the top. just relaxing and
listening to the sound of
the water hitting the rocks
as it descended. The sun
was shining, the birds were
chirping and 1 couldn't
imagine a more tranquil place. We eventually
descended from the waterfall and went back to camp
for the night.
Wednesday
morning
we packed up and continued heading east through
California.
Wednesday
marked the half way point
of the trip. We have already
completed 32 days of the
trip with 32 more days to go.
It's amazing what you can
see in such a short amount
of time. We have been
through 10 states, gone as
far west as we possibly could
go, and are now heading back
east. Time sure flies when
you are having fun.
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By Mariah Najmuddin
The Oklahoma Daily

America is an overwhelmingly blessed country. So
naturally, we want to share
the wealth. But where do
we draw the line? When
does international charity
become domestic poverty?
According
to
the
U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture's Economic
Research Service. 49 million Americans are considered food insecure, which
is the polite way of saying they don'l know where
their next meal is coming
from. Sadly, 17 million of
these people are children.
America consistently
provides funds to rebuild
nations and aid countries
in political turmoil. Though
we are obliged as one of the
most influential world powers to provide assistance,
there is an alarming and
climbing rate of poverty in
our own country.
Feeding America, a "leading hunger-relief charity,"
reported one in every 5(1 of
their clients often face the
difficult decision of paying
bills or buying groceries.
In a country so rich with
resources, why are its citi-
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zens still going hungry?
The U.S. Gensus Bureau
also reported the number
of impoverished Americans
rose by 3.8 million from 2008
to 2009. This was the thirdconsecutive yearly increase in
poverty among Americans.
There are other increases
as well.
There is a projected $7 billion increase for (his year in
foreign aid from the more
than $48 billion given in 2009.
Our economy is hurting
our neighbors are unemployed and many Americans
go to bed hungry, but I guess
we can sleep easy knowing
we're shelling out billions of
dollars to other countries.
Gharity is important, both
abroad and at home, and it
is very easy to feel compassion for those who are not
privileged enough to live in
a free country.
However, we often forget
the student who can't afford
school supplies, the elderly
man who can't purchase
his insulin or any other
average American in need.
Though their needs may
not be as severe as those
in other countries, they're
still pressing.
Unfortunately, it is a widely
accepted view that the system

"49 million
Americans are
considered food
insecure..."
Mariah \a|muddm | Writer

isabused. To some extent, this
is true. There will always be
the few who take advantage of
welfare, unemployment and
other government programs
intended for those truly in
need. I Iowever. we must not
let broad assumptions cloud
our need to help others.
The real question is
not where to draw the line
between helping others in
moderation and helping others excessively. Rather, it is
where our priorities lie. Are
our fellow Americans — who
are struggling to make ends
meet — the ones we reach out
to first, or should their needs
take a back seat to those millions of miles away?
If we truly want to change
the world, we must start
with ourselves.
Ghanginghowwetreateach
other and lending a helping
hand to those around us will
prepare us to reach the world
and tackle both national and
international poverty.

STOP

Efficiencies, One ana
Two Bedroom Apartments

Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

Listings available online at: www.johnnewloverealestale.com
or at the rental office located at:

OHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 1419) 354-2260

352-5788
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319 E. Womter Street. Bowling tfret n. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
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is that the entire premise is
not to get exposure for public
figures, but to take a group
of women who are obviously
unhappy with themselves and
to prey on those insecurities.
It's like dumping salt into an
open wound.
"Reality TV is one of a number of different phenomena
in our culture that normalize
plastic surgery," said Angela
I lubler, associate professor in
women's studies. "I think reality TV has the effect of pacifying the viewer. People behave
so outrageously on television
that it makes you feel better about yourself to watch it.
We watch other peoples' dysfunction in order to feel more
normal. But it's not normal.
The media creates this unattainable standard of beauty
for women to live up to, and
shows like this are basically
saying If you don't have plastic surgery, too, there must be
something wrong with you.'
I don't necessarily have a
problem with people who
want to get plastic surgery.
However. "Bridalplasty" is a
sad testament to the lengths
people will go to in order to
live up to a ridiculous ideal
put on by the media. These
women might feel special for
the duration of the program,
but the physical and psychological scars could very well
last them a lifetime.

Hours- Monday lo Friday - 11:3(1 lo 5:31) • Saturday - s >n In 5:00

For more information or to schedule a showing, please call the Rental Office.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
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JUMP: Emily Rothwell prepares to luck the Ml in a game earlier this season.

RETURN TO THE BIG HOUSE:».nker/punter Bryan Wright will make his return to Michigan Saturday

Ex-Michigan kick specialist Wright returns to Ann Arbor as a member of the Falcons
By So.m Shapiro

back healed. When he contacted Falcons' coach Dave Clawson
about possibly walking on,
Clawson responded "absolutely."
Bryan Wright has dune this before.
Hi- an ived al Michigan Stadium,
Now, just over 10 months after his
put im Ins pads, scl the ball on the final game as a Wolverine, Wright
tee and kicked off in front of the will be back in the 'Big House' for.
one last time.
largest crowd in the country.
Saturday at not m, he'll do it again;
"It's going to be an emotional
however, this time he'll be on the game, in the Big House, your old
opposite sideline as a member of home stadium, being an opponent
of all your buddies ... and hopefully
the Falcons.
A graduate student pursuing a pull a victory." Wright said.
If Wright hadn't realized the magdegree in hospitality management
at the University, Wright graduat- nitude of his return to his former
ed from Michigan last spring and home himself, the multitude of
informed coach Rich Rodriguez he phone calls and text messages he's
would not be returning as a fifth- exchanged this week have certainly
year senior due to hack injuries.
driven the point home.
Wright took three months off
One of those phone calls, which
from football and slowly, his came Tuesday evening, was from
Senior Editor

former Michigan and current
New F.ngland Patriot's punter
Zoltan Mesko.
"The first thing he says when 1
answered the phone is, 'Bryan, do
you real uu you're the second player
everin history to play for Michigan,
to transfer and come hack and play
as an opponentV" Wright said.
The first player, current Ohio
State offensive lineman lustin
Boren, had negative words about
the program, and when he transferred, he told the Associated
Press that Michigan football's
"family values have eroded."
Wright had nothing hut positive
comments about the program, from
See PREVIEW | Page 7

Falcon men's soccer looks to
go over 500 this weekend
By John Lopez
Reporter

The Falcons' men's soccer team
will host Lipscomb University
Sunday morning as part of a soccer
double header.
Upscomb will be on short rest,
having to face Xavier in southern
Ohio Friday evening before making the nearly 200 mile trip to
Cochrane stadium where they will
meet a high-flying Falcon squad on

just 36 hours of rest
The Falcons (2-2-2). are coming
off their most impressive victory
of the season, dismantling Wright
State 3-0 Wednesday night.
The Bison, who hail from
Tennessee, will look to rebound
after dropping a <l-0 decision to
No.24UAB.
The game, which starts at 10 a.m.,
will lie the first in a double header,
as the BC women's soccer team will
take on Kent State at 2 p.m.
With forward Ryan Comiskey

FACEBOOK
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Women's soccer opens MAC
pair of home games
By B«cky T.ner
Senior Reporter

With the Falcons' record of 26-1 behind them, the team spent
For the women's soccer team, time this week talking about the
the season is only half over. But MAC and how conference play
tonight it begins again.
changes the game.
The team will take on Mid"We're all back to 0-0,"
American Conference foe Stephenson said. "But it means
Buffalo, the first of 11 MAC every game counts. So we
schools it will play on the road want to exceed our opponent
to post-season play.
by being more mentally and
"This is the most exciting part physically sharp, and not let
of the year," co-captain Katie one goal defeat us but to fight
Stephenson said. "The MAC is for a victory."
10 times more exciting ... it's a
great atmosphere to take your
See SOCCER | Page 7
competition to another level."

Volleyball opens MAC play on road

Miguel
Rosales
Goalkeeper held
Wright State scoreless Wednesday

held out of Wednesday's game, it
seemed that coach Eric Nichols
would be lacking firepower up front,
but three goals from three different
forwards proved enough to make
any coach confident of his options.
With scoring leader Max
Weston making waves down
the flanks, Nichols has room
to experiment at the striker position with Comiskey,
Colin Armstrong, Byard
Hbling and Sam Galloway all
looking for minutes.
Falcon Keeper Miguel Rosales
will look for his second consecutive shutout, and fourth shutout in seven games Sunday, after
not having to do too much with
Wednesday's victory.

TYLER STMIU

By Justin Onslow

After winning three of four matches
last weekend at Pittsburgh's Blue
and Cold Invitational, the Falcon
volleyball team will look to carry its
momentum to its next two matches.
Tonight, the Falcons will play

TWITTER

and Colorado State.
The Zips are 8-4 and are coming
Since their first two weekends of
off five consecutive wins, including action, the Falcons are 4-4 and have
a win over Cornell, who the Falcons gained a lot of experience and confibeat in three sets earlier this season. dence on the court.
The Falcons are 5-9 this sea"I believe the team is a lot more
son, but several of those losses came against top-ranked
SeeHETTERS|Page7
opponents, including Florida
at Akron at 7.

Reporter

RUGBY

TENNIS

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

BG hosts Virginia Tech

Falcons head to Michigan

Become a fan of trie BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us

Led behind All-American wing Rocco

The BG tennis team heads to East

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

Mauer, the BG rugby club takes its 3-0

Lansing to compete in the Spartan

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.
vfww.twfttar.cem/bgnflwssports

record to its home field Saturday against
Virginia Tech 1 Pag* 10

weekend's success. 1 Pag* 10

Sports" to become a fan.
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SPIKE: Lmdsey Butterlield spikes the ball in a match earlier this season. The Falcons are coming off a 5-1 week at Pittsburgh's Blue and Gold Invitational
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK

PREVIEW

While it may not be

From Page 6

'Super Saturday" like last
weekend, there are still
good games at stake this
weekend, including the
Falcons' first home game
of the season.

I

BG
vs. No.21 UM

RYAN SATKOWIAK

SEAN SHAPIRO

BECKY TENER

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Web Editor
Editor
Web

Managing Editor

Bryan Wnrjht kicks the game wrmg
Wr^asbmeopres,gMngme
brarj^rghtsoierewryonentni
my r^ school tor the rest of my life
BG 24. Michigan 21

We are BG! And this week we're
going to take down MICHIGAN!
I m dedicating my Pick'em to why

Greg McElroy has not lost as a
Mark Ingram is back, but Ryan
startinqquarterbacksince eighth
MaHette okay too
grade. This game will be dose, but
McElroy and company get the win
Bama 50. A/lamas 27
Bama 28. Arkansas 51

Razorbacks slow down Ingram
and Ryan Mailed leads a touchdown drive late in the fourth to
pull the upset ol the week.
Arkansas 9. Bama 6

Like Alabama. Michigan was
once No.l in the nation But
they're not anymore.

Wes Byrum wins it for Auburn on
another late fidd goal

I sot don't haw fadi that South
Carolina can win a big SEC game.

Auburn 24.SC 21

Aubii.n51.SCl7

MmytreidfromSoulhCaralrBarid
IwerttoMrJinakkWfairesdayrigrt
a/cbjfcfecheesebjrcjershadthree
patryideaityasgnfariieGaniecocks.
SC 28, Auburn 14

I don't have a reference for thrs one.
but Sean Shapiro is from Michigan
and he's losmg the Pick'em
Michigan■ losing
SC 17. Auburn 15

Probably Boise's last test of the year Baseneedstowinhgherefthey
'The Broncos come away with the
want to hang around in the pok
win but I still don't thrk it wl get
them in the National Title
Boise St. 38. OSU 21
Boise St 42. OSU 21

Broncos embarrass Oregon
State more than Becky Tener's
infamous side bun photo.

Like Michigan after BG OSU is
gong to be embarrassed when Base
St beats them especially after the
Beavers painted ther own field
Boise St. 23, OSU 12

The fact that West Virginia
struggled against Marshall a
couple weeks ago is still in the
back of my mind.
LSU21.WVU14

WVU fas looked average two weeks
in a row agahst rruh were teams

Mountaineers track down Tigers
and win on an ambush.

LSU's head coach went to U
of M. Clearly he got out while
he could.

LSU24.WVU21

WVU17.LSU14

LSURWVU10

Andre Booker is cpng to have
anxher rjreat game for Marshal n
b first win al the season

No word yet on whether Rufus Bobcat
wJ attempt to engage h rcund two erf
mascot wars

Bobcats mascot stnkes again but
this time it leads to a victory

Marshall 30. Ohio 24

Marshall 20. Ohio 17

Ohio 10, Marshall 17

Last week BG beat Marshall
Marshall and Michigan both
start with M Michigan ■ losing
Roll Along!
Marshall 24, Ohio 10

15-5

10-8

11-7

this one.

I ttink its quite dear Detail
Robinson- trouble

Michigan J6.BG 10

Michigan 49. BG 51

Too much Denard Robinson in

Michigan -25

NclBama
* NalOAriamas
Bama-7

Na12SC
vs. No.17 Auburn
Auburn -3

No.24 0SU
vs. No. 3 Boise
Boise 1/

No.22WVU
vs.No.15mj
LSU-9
Ohio
vs. Marshall
Marsy-6.5
Overall record

PAUL BARNEY

15-5

Wt
EA SPORTS
£*£
jSy VIRTUALSHOWDOWN
cun\A/nn\A/N • ▼*
IDTI IAI

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports'
NCAA '11 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results.

<

5 1

2

3

Bama 58. Arkansas 6

Boise St. 62. OSU 0

thanLSU

4

I 7 3 10 17 36
14
0
30
14
0
(9

BG 22, Michigan 21

SOCCER
From Page 6

Coach Andy Richards
said he believes his team
is ready for the trials of
MAC play.
"It's fight or flight,"
Richards said. "It's
going to be a challenge.
So do you run away
from it or do you rise up
to it? And so far. we've
risen to the occasion."
Richards said he knows
the tough matches his
team has played this season have prepared them.
"That's what those
games are there for. If you
don't learn anything, then
... those games haven't
served their purpose," he
said. "It's hard to play those
games and think we've
come out of them pretty
unscathed, and we look
forward to the opportunity
of winning every one now."

his first coach Loyd Carr to
the current regime under
Rodriguez.
"My
experience
at
Michigan was superb. The
coaching staff there were
great to me ... they're
all top-of-the-line guys."
Wright said.
While he values his
Michigan
experience,
Saturday is all about the
Falcons for Wright, as
this whole week his teammates have swarmed him
with questions about his
experience.
"The guys here have 100
questions about the Big
House. What's it like?
What're the fans like? How's
the training table like at
Michigan?" Wright said.
While Wright's played on
this stage before, the rest of
the roster will be making
their first and final appearance in the nation's largest
capacity stadium.
"How many people in life
get to perform in front of
110,000 people? This will
be the only opportunity in
their life that they get that
... this is a once in a lifetime
opportunity," Clawson said.

Dual threat
In addition to thousands
of fans awaiting them, B(i

"My experience at
Michigan was superb.
The coaching staff
there were great to
me ...they're all topof-the-line guys."
an Wnqht | Kider/punter

also has to prepare for
Michigan's dual threat quarterback Denard Robinson.
Robinson, a sophomore
who wasn't named the
starter until the first week
of the season, has already
been named the Walter
Camp National Offensive
Player of the Week twice,
and leads the nation in
total offense with 410.0
yards per game.
Clawson
compared
Robinson
to
former
Appalachian
State
quarterback
Armante
F.dwards, whom he faced
off against in 2007 in the
Football Championship
Subdivision semifinals.
In the same season where
F.dwards led the famous
upset of then No. 5-ranked
Michigan, the quarterback
thrashed the Richmond
defense for an NCAA record
of 313 rushing yards and
accounted for seven touchdowns in a 55-35 win.

"It's fight or flight. It's going to be a
challenge. So do you run away from it
or do you rise up to it? And so far, we've
risen to the occasion."
Andy Richards | Falcons' coach

Prior to Sunday's game
against Indiana State, the
Falcons were 0-23-3 since
2008 in matches where
their opponent scored
first. Coming back twice
in one game, Richards
said, not only gave his
team some confidence,
but taught them to believe
in themselves.
Now
mid-season,
Richards said he knows
his team a lot better and
is confident in what his
players can do.
"Throughout
the
season you see players
under pressure; you see
how they play with each

other," he said. "It's a big
juggling act, like spinning plates on poles ...
you have to keep everything moving forward."
Forward motion is
exactly what Stephenson
said the team will need to
clinch the MAC.
"We need to come out
excited and fired up. We
need to out-play and work
them," she said. "And reassure ourselves we have
the ability to fight."
The Falcons will
lake on the Bulls at 4
p.m. at Cochrane Field
and then Kent State at
2 p.m. Sunday.

*1, %

This week's top performers:
Michigan: RB Michael Shaw - 25 rushes, 113 yards, 2 TD
BGSU: RB Willie Geter - 21 rushes. 39 yards, 1 TD
REAL RECORD

VIRTUAL RECORD

0-0

0-1

mak*W$>\

TYLER STABILE
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TEAMWORK: The Falcons will look to build on last weekends success and put it toward MAC play this weekend.

NETTERS
From Page 6

confident now than they
were after our home tournament," coach Denise Van De
Walle said. "We played some
great competition [last weekend], and we're just three
points away from going 4-0."
Although the team has
started to play more soundly as of late, it still has room
to improve.
This weekend begins MidAmerican Conference play,
and Van IV Walle feels it will
be an important test, but it
will not decide the fate of
this season.
"This weekend is important for sure," Van De Walle
said. "But it's a long season.
This weekend doesn't make
or break any one team, but
it helps get you going in the
right direction."

The Falcons seem to be
going in that direction.
With 11 freshmen and
sophomores on the roster,
the Falcons have been focusing on gaining experience
and getting better at every
facet of the game.
"We are playing much better volleyball right now with
more fight in every match,"
Van De Walle said. "We are
also passing the ball and
playing good defense."
Freshman libero Ashley
Dunn has been a big contributor on defense so far
this season. She was named
MAC East Defensive Player
of the Week last week for
her strong performance at
home against Wright State
and on the road at the Blue
and Gold Invitational.
In those five matches,
Dunn recorded 99 digs,
including two twenty-dig
performances. She posted a

career-high 2fi digs against
St. Francis over the weekend
and has been on a 4.71-digsper-set tear in the team's last
five contests.
Statistics will only
play a small part in the
team's performances
this weekend, though.
Against Akron and Buffalo,
Van IX' Walle would just like
to see her team play hard
and maintain its intensity
and drive.
"It's about lighting hard
through every set of every
match," she said. "We've
been doing that. It's about
getting more and more confidence so that in November,
we are playing our best volleyball. Akron and Buffalo
will be two good teams to
start with."
After tonight's match with
Akron, the Falcons will then
travel to Buffalo (12-4) for a 5
p.m. match Saturday.

THE PULSE JOINS SOCIAL NETWORKING

THE PULSE

The Pulse section can now be found on favorite social
networking websites. Readers can now become fans on
Facebook or follow the pages' Tweets.
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What to serve
Lindsay Lohan
AMANDA MctUK

#

While celebrities going to jail has
become an increasingly popular
trend in Hollywood, I don't feel
any sympathy for the stars forced
to wear orange jumpsuits and consume horrible jail food.
That is until Lindsay Lohan went
to jail this past July.
Forsomereasonlindshasalways
found a spot in my heart. Most likely because she played Cady Heron,
smart-girl-gone-crazy-returns-tosmart-girl, in "Mean Girls." I relate
to Cady. I understand being geeky
and wanting to fit in.
But more than being the lead
in one of my favorite teen movies,
I mi K is a talented actress. "Freaky
Friday," adapted from the great
young adult novel, was another
smart role she chose.
And any actress who appears in
"A Prairie Home Companion" and
"Bobby" has to be aware of the
world around her and understand
the greater impact of movies such
as these.
So when I'm bored, waiting in
line at the Downtown Farmers
Market or on a bench in Hayes Hall
between classes, I like to imagine
jtiBfllf'"f meals for various influential, famous or infamous people.
In light of her release from jail and
rehab last month, I've been composing a dinner menu for finds;
ratatouille with polenta and a fresh
salad with local greens.
Linds is in need of a simple, comforting dish. After all the gross jail
and rehab food, she needs a homemade meal jam-packed with nourishment from tomatoes, eggplants,
squash, onions and herbs. Because
vegetables are the stars in this layered casserole, Linds will get some
much-needed vitamins.
Because Linds is familiar with
the Disney catalog, I assume she's
seen the movie "Ratatouille" and
understands Ihe ingredients of the
dish and the symbolism of rustic
food making a comeback.
Though I'm a fan of lulia Child's
ratatouille recipe, I would make
Linds the Alice Water's one. It is
just a bit less complex and more
flavorful with the addition of sweet
bell peppers. I would use Michael
Symon's polenta recipe and whisk

$200
I

RZICKFK
FOOD COLUMNIST

iment for harsh crimes

By Djni.ll. Ric.

years in jail depending on the degree of the felony."
Freshman Tiffany Rush thinks when celebrities comlail time. Two words Paris Hilton isn't quite familiar mit the crime, they need to do the time.
with. This week Paris Hilton was sentenced to one-year
"If an average American were to get caught with
probation, a $2,000 dollar fine and 200 hours of com- cocaine, they would be going to jail. Paris got off easy,"
munity service for possession of cocaine.
said Rush. "Celebrities make it seem like if you have
Unfortunately we aren't all that lucky. If caught with money then you can get away with anything. If male
cocaine here in the town of Bowling Green, the judicial celebrities like Lil Wayne and T.I. can do the time for the
systems aren't too lenient, according to the city police.
crimes they committed, then so should Paris."
"The city complies with Ohio state laws for penalSophomore Sarah Johnson believes celebrities receive
ties concerning drug possession," said Lt. Tony Hetrick. lighter punishments when committing crimes.
"According to Ohio state laws a person can receive any"Lindsay Lohan did a stint in rehab and was released
where from $100 to a $15,000 dollar fine for carrying an early," Johnson said.
illegal substance depending on a person's prior offenses.
"... After failing a random drug test |she still] could
They can also receive anywhere from 30 days to eight only face up to thirty days in jail," Johnson said. "Now
Pulse Reporter

See ARREST | Page 9

See FOOD | Page 9
ILLUSTRATION KARISCHNMOT

Highly anticipated 'Halo: Reach' delivers

ATHOUSAND SUNS

ALBUM
REVIEWS

■ Artist Name | Linkin Park
■ Grade IB-

By Rolf Ritchie
Guest Pulse Reporter

"Everyone dies,

Grade: A-

even grenade-

WHAT ZACH GASE THINKS: Ten years ago.
little known band. Linkin Park released then debut
"Hybrid Theory" Backed by lead single 'One Step
Closer* the album became a huge hit and quickly

I

(he angsty. "shut up when I'm tahng to you* band
became a household name and one of the top-seling acts of the decade
"A Thousand Suns" is the groups fourth offering,
first since the lukewarm 'Minutes to Midnight.' and
it features a different sound than previous albums
Much different
This Is Linkin Park's attempt at a concept album
The concept Is a loose one. and leyboardist/emcee

See SUNS | Page 9
WWW2«EROCOM

THIS WEEKEND IN BG

crapping super

My "Halo: Reach" story starts huddled outside of Gamestop, despersoldiers."
ately clutching my 65 dollars as
seconds ticked to midnight. The
atmosphere was tentative, and you woman through the Fall of Reach.
could taste the perspiration. As the The game opens with the player
golden hour finally arrived, in my dead, their helmet lying shattered
hands I clutched my prize: a single on the ground and a bullet hole
copy of "Halo: Reach."
The game is a prequel of sorts,
See HALO | Page 9
and it follows a nameless man or

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

Two bands for chump change

Swing music takes over

Runway show hits Toledo

At the Cla-Zel Theater downtown, a show
will be put on by two different artists for $4.
The distinct edgy band Exit 179 will share
the stage with Jenni Snyder, who will play
on her guitar. The show starts at 7 p.m.

Anyone looking to dance this weekend but
tired of the hip-hop club scene will find that
Swingmania: Fall Fiesta Dance Party, held at the
Stranahan Theater in Toledo, is the place to be.
The musical event promises swing music.

EPIC Toledo and the Toledo Blade have
put together the 21 and older Runway
Rivalry and EPIC Rocks Fashion show this
Saturday at 8 p.m. near Dillards at the
Toledc Express Airport.

LOHAN: Ratatouille could be the one meal
that could clean up our favorite mean girl.'

THEY SAID IT
"I wasn't a druggie stripper. I
was a very good person doing
it."
-Kendra Wilkinson
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Musician Jason Mraz mesmerizes a massive Michigan audience
By M.ri.hi Pi.fow.ki
Pulse Reporter

When Jason Mraz greets
his fans with his repertoire
of breezy and beautiful pop
songs, he tells his audience,
"Don't ever let your mind stop
you from having a good time."
For the audience at
Mraz's Sept. 16 show at the
Eastern Michigan University
Convocation Center in
Ypsilanti, Mich., this was
hardly an issue. Throughout
Mraz's 90-minute set, the
audience gladly got into the
groove along with Mraz and
his band, which included an
impressive horn section, the
Grooveline Horns.
Lookingsharpinhisbuttondown shirt, skin-tight jeans
and ubiquitous brimmed hat,
Mraz charmed the audience
with a mix of songs mainly
from his 2008 release, "We
Sing, We Dance, We Steal
Things," as well as new songs
he plans to include on his
upcoming 2011 album.
Mraz had strong banter
with the crowd, frequently
addressing them between
songs. In the opening
moments of the show, he took
to the stage with a short song
which worked "Ypsilanti"
into the rhyme scheme.
During the sensual "Not
So Usual," he enlisted the
help of a young woman in
the audience to dance with

"... [W]hen Mraz began to sing one
of the biggest hits of the last decade,
Tm Yours,' the audience went into a
screaming frenzy."
him and was clearly taken Mraz had the audience on
aback by her engaging moves, their feet and dancing as he
commenting after the dance played his guitar and danced
that it felt "naughty." During with the crowd.
WhenMrazslowedthepace
his encore he also brought
up one male and one female for songs such as "A Beautiful
audience member to hype Mess" and new songs "They
Shaped My Life" and "How
the crowd.
Even though Mraz has a Does It Feel?" he still manstrong voice that allows him aged to perform with such
to perform his songs as good charisma and emotion that
as, if not better than, they he had the audience in the
sound on his albums, he uses palm of his hand. Dedicating
his shows to bring audienc- "How Does It Feel?" to any
es unique takes on his hits. future children he may have
For "The Remedy (1 Won't and "They Shaped My Life"
Worry)," he changed the song to the various characters he
from the familiar pop-rock encountered in his life that
radio hit to a slower, reggae- influenced him (including
tinged sing-along. During someone who beat him up
"Lucky," originally sung with in seventh grade), he made it
Colbie Caillat, he asked the clear that he didn't just write
female audience members laid-back radio hits.
Yet, those radio hits made
and men with effeminate
voices to sing Caillat's part him a star, and when Mraz
and added a Spanish chorus began to sing one of the big(which he jokingly referred to gest songs of the last decade,
"I'm Yours," the audience went
as Japanese).
During songs such as into a screaming frenzy. It
"Butterfly," "The Dynamo of would not be a stretch to say
Volition" and the new song that every audience member
"San Disco Reggaefomia," knew and sang along with

M«RISM»WEII10WS«I
MRAZ: Puke Reporter Mamha Pietrowslu has seen Jason Mm perform many times As his celebrity status elevates, his talent
does as well

every lyric. It created a major
bonding moment for the
crowd, which lasted until the
very end of the show, when
Mraz performed a cover of
the Beatles' "All You Need Is
Love."
Mraz may be a relaxed
man, but that doesn't mean
he slacks off in his performances. He dedicates all he
has into entertaining his audience, and, judging by positive
murmurs of exiting crowd

members after the show, they
were certainly impressed.
Another impressive part of
Mraz's show was the stage
itself. Since Mraz prides himself onenvironmentalism.the
background wascomposed of
plastic water bottles that were
transformed into a beautiful light display through
a process he referred to as
"up-cycling." Throughout the
show, vivid color schemes as
well as lyrics and song titles

would light up behind Mraz
and his band.
When Mraz performed at
Anderson Arena in 2005, he
was not as well-known as
he is now, and his stage was
not as elaborate. However,
in those five years he has
not lost his flair for performing and no matter the
size of the crowd or the
familiarity of his songs, he
makes his shows a fun time
for audience members.

"AY-ZIGGY-ZOOMBA" ALTERNATIVE PLAYLIST
"AY-ZIGGY-ZOOMBA" MAY BE THE UNIVERSITY'S UNOFFICIAL
FIGHT SONG BUT ITS NOT THE ONLY SONG PLAYING.

<

"sources Mite Cihon. Katie Stephenson. Brian Delehoy

x

4q<.

2 DJ GOT US FALLIN IN LOVE | USHER

5. DYNAMITE | TAI0 CRUZ

3. RUDE BOY | RIHANNA
4. MAGIC | BOB.

6.1 LIKE IT | ENRIQUE IGLESIAS (featuring) PlTl7. ROCKSTAR1011 RIHANNA

1. PARTY IN THE U.S.A. IMILEY CYRUS

FOOD
From Page 8

SUNS
From Page 8
Mike Shmoda explains that it does not have

"Linds crushed my
dinner daydream
when... she failed
to pass drug tests
for cocaine and
amphetamines."
up a homemade oil and vinegar dressing to coat a salad
of local lettuces and grated
Parmesan cheese.
Out of respect for her
recovery, I would not open
a bottle of Santa Lucia Vigna
del Meograno, an Italian red
wine I'm currently obsessed
with.
I like to imagine Linds
and I earing slowly from
Fiestaware plates while talking about upcoming project*, heartbreak and funny
childhood
memoriesmuch like the talks 1 have at
any meaningful dinner. We
would linger at my humble
dinner table, sip Pellegrino
with lemon wedges and let
the food settle before doing
dishes.
Sadly. Linds crushed my
dinner daydream when,
according to TMZ, this week
she failed to pass drug tests
for cocaine and amphetamines.
I had high hopes for
her. And I still wonder if
a made-from-scratch meal
and some down-home
convo would entice her to
stay clean.
I'll never know.

4

a strict narrative, calbng it a "multKoncepf
ahum
The afcum's tide derives Itom a quote by J

"Waiting for the End" features a reggae
sound, both tracks are a far cry from
anything the band has done before And
more importantly, neither of the tracks
really work.
So is drfferent a good thing or a bad thing'
"Wretches and Kings' is packed with screaming vocals from Chester, heavy guitars,

Robert Oppenhemer. who is known as the

meckxre raps from Shinoua and is the

father of the atom bomb War and nuc tear

closest to the vintage Linkin Park sound die-

weapons are prominent themes throughout
the record.
Lie I said, much different Those expecting
a performance bke the band gave on the*
first two records will be mmediately drsap-

hard LP fans will get on this record
"Iridescent* on the other hand is slow, ptanodnven and rs pretty phenomenal
The Catalyst' is an interesting choice for
the lead-sngle. but it is also the correct one.

ported. "Suns" starts out with the haunting

It has the aggression from their previous

"The Requiem which features extremely

efforts combined with the band's new sound

distorted vocals and along with the second

AH m all. it is easily the best track the band

track. "The Radiance." sets a somber tone

has made in years
Linkin Park faces a bit of a conundrum with

for the record
"Bumng in the Sbes" rs the afcum's first
fuH-length track, and it features a ptano

this release Following the ckappointing
"Minutes to Midraght" record, they couldve

backdrop and absent is any screaming from

reverted to the sound of their first two

lead singer Chester Benrwigton or heavy

records and pleased (he* fans, or (hey could
continue to experiment with the* sound

guitars

and grow as musicians.

The afcum pick up a tale with "When They
Come For Me" wUch features heavily hip-

The band chose to do the latter, which m my

hop inspired production from Rick Rubtt

opinion is the correct decision The afcums

and Shtnoda (both of whom produce the

finale. "The Messenger" is a perfect example
of the bands growth

endre record). The track features Shinooa's
best rapping performance on the record

Ten years ago the idea of Lmkrn Park doing a
ballad with nothing but vocals and an acous-

"The pi that I'm on is a tough one to swallow / Tm not a criminal, not a role model /

tic guitar would be asinine. But Chesters

Not a born leader, I'm a tough act to follow"

vulnerable vocals are some of the more
powerful moments throughout the album.

'Robot Boy' features a bouncy piano, and
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If an average
American were to get

seriously, this is not realis-Caught With COCaine.
tic. This makes people think fL
wo|,U Up nninn
that they can get away with"' '
" "
'
anything. She's a drug addict
for Christ sakes; they need to
send her to jail."
While celebrities seem
to be above the law, sophoTiffany Rush | Freshman
more Brittany Brown disagrees. She wants the court
system to see that celebri- celebrities harsh sentences,
especially if they deserve it."
ties are not above the law.
"I don't think that it is fair
While celebrities seem
how celebrities can get away to be able to get off with
with crimes," said Brown. easier sentences for crimes,
"I think that court systems Bowling Green takes crimineed to be able to step up, nal activity, as well as drug
and not be afraid to give violations, very seriously.

to jail. Paris got off
easy.

HALO
From

the last place you would
want it: right between the
eyes. This fatalist approach
shocked me a bit at the start
and had me thinking. "But
I'm an unstoppable killing
machine who eats gunpowder and craps grenades, how
could 1 die?'1 Rest assured
that end waits for us all.
Everyone dies, even grenadecrapping super soldiers.
The campaign itself is legendary. The level of difficulty is heroic and most normal
players won't find it easy. My
first play through was in my
living room surrounded by
three of my closet friends.
The end result was less
than breathtaking. However,
because I'm an achievement
grinder, during my solo play,
I actually got the impact of
the story.
Having your obnoxious

friends laughing at the
cheesy piano music is not
okay; alone in a dark room
is how this game is meant
to be played. 'Spoiler AlertAs you play through, one
by one your squad dies. Aid
from their virtual selves
being erased from the game
world, the game actually
makes you miss them.
Alone, this game is ruthless. The story itself is well
written with moderately
good voice acting. I'm not
going to ruin the whole
campaign for you, but
essentially, players find
something that will help
humanity win the war
against evil.
The aspect that most gamers will be throwing their
lives away in is the multiplayer mode, which is by far
the most polished out of any
of the previous Halo games.
The game introduces new
leveling/ranking systems,

which allows the unlocking
of more and more armor.
If you have played "Halobefore, the multiplayer will
offer no shocks. Nearly every
weapon is either a reshell
of a previous weapon or a
straight port, but this does
not diminish from the experience one bit. The gameplay
is smooth as silk and the
only hiccup is the "Elite vs.
Spartan" gametype where
the Spartans have a big
advantage. Aside from that,
everything plays well.
And here I sit. writing this
review to the sound of my
roommate downstairs playing "Halo: Reach." Sounds
like the game is about to end.
Time to go show him how
it's done.
"I lalo: Reach" consists of a
wonderful campaign, addictive multiplayer mode and
a multitude of features that
promises players will not get
bored anytime soon.

THIS WEEK
ENTERTAINMENT:
KATY BANNED FROM SESAME STREET The artist beh.nd
the biggest song of the summer. "California Gurls." has been
yanked off the popular children's program Sesame Street" because
of an inappropriate wardrobe that showed too much cleavage. A
clip of the show leaked and immediately sparked outrage from parents. Perry has yet to weigh in. but she Tweeted. "I can totally tell
you how to get to Sesame Street!"
GLAMBERT'S SCUFFLE American Idol runner-up Adam
Lambert got into a physical altercation with a paparazzi on a beach
Since the fight, the photographer pressed charges against the
singer on account of battery, which Lambert has denied has any
validity, tweeting. "Battery? Nope. I attempted to grab a camera, no
punches were thrown and no one was on the ground."
CHER BELIEVES IN LIFE AFTER VEGAS After spend.ng
three years doing a show at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas. Cher has
announced that she will complete the show's run on February 5
The 64-year-old star will be touring with yet another farewell tour
starting in 2011.
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The Pulse section can now be found on favorite social
networking websites. Readers can now become fans on
Facebook or follow the pages' Tweets.
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What to serve
Lindsay Lohan
AMANDA HcGUIRE
RZICNEK
FOOD COLUMNIST

While celebrities going to jail has
become an increasingly popular
trend in Hollywood, 1 don't feel
any sympathy for the stars forced
to wear orange jumpsuits and consume horrible jail food.
That is until Lindsay I.ohan went
to jail this past July.

ForsomereasonLindshasalways
found a spot in my heart. Most likely because she played Cady Heron,
smart-girl-gone-crazy-returns-tosmart-girl, in "Mean Girls." I relate
to Cady. 1 understand being geeky
and wanting to fit in.
But more than being the lead
in one of my favorite teen movies,
Linds is a talented actress. "Freaky
Friday," adapted from the great
young adult novel, was another
smart role she chose.
And any actress who appears in
"A Prairie Home Companion" and
"Bobby" has to be aware of the
world around her and understand
the greater impact of movies such
as these.
So when I'm bored, waiting in
line at the Downtown Farmers
Market or on a bench in 1 layes 1 lall
between classes, I like to imagine
Soaking meals for various influential, famous or infamous people.
In light of her release from jail and
rehab last month, I've been composing a dinner menu for Linds;
ratatouille with polenta and a fresh
salad with local greens.
Linds is in need of a simple, comforting dish. After all the gross jail
and rehab food, she needs a homemade meal jam-packed with nourishment from tomatoes, eggplants,
squash, onions and herbs. Because
vegetables are the stars in this layered casserole, Linds will get some
much-needed vitamins.
Because Linds is familiar with
the Disney catalog, I assume she's
seen the movie "Ratatouille" and
understands the ingredients of the
dish and the symbolism of rusticfood making a comeback.
though I'm a fan of lulia Child's
ratatouille recipe, I would make
Linds the Alice Water's one. It is
just a bit less complex and more
flavorful with the addition of sweet
bell peppers. I would use Michael
Symon's polenta recipe and whisk

$200
Celebrity status, money equals light punishment for harsh crimes

-

By D.imelle Rice
Pulse Reporter

lail time. Two words Paris Hilton isn't quite familiar
with. I his week Paris Hilton was sentenced to one-year
probation, a $2,000 dollar fine and 200 hours of community service for possession of cocaine.
Unfortunately we aren't all that lucky. If caught with
cocaine here in the town of Bowling Green, the judicial
systems aren't too lenient, according to the city police.
"The city complies with Ohio state laws for penalties concerning drug possession," said Lt. Tony I let rick.
"According to Ohio state laws a person can receive anywhere from S100 to a $15,000 dollar fine for carrying an
illegal substance depending on a person's prior offenses.
1 hey can also receive anywhere from 30 days to eight

years in jail depending on the degree of the felony."
Freshman Tiffany Rush thinks when celebrities commit the crime, they need to do the time.
"If an average American were to get caught with
cocaine, they would be going to jail. Paris got off easy,"
said Rush. "Celebrities make it seem like if you have
money then you can get away with anything. If male
celebrities like Lil Wayne and T.I. can do the time for the
crimes they committed, then so should Paris."
Sophomore Sarah lohnson believes celebrities receive
lighter punishments when committing crimes.
"Lindsay l.ohan did a stint in rehab and was released
early," lohnson said.
"... After failing a random drug test |shc still] could
only face up to thirty days in jail," lohnson said. "Now

Sec ARREST | Page 9
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Highly anticipated 'Halo: Reach' delivers

"A THOUSAND SUNS"
■ Artist Name | Linkin Park

REVIEWS

By Rolf Ritchi.-

■ Grade IB

Guest Pulse Reporter
WHAT ZACH GASE THINKS: Ten years ago.

Gtadc A-

little known band Lmkm Park released their debut
" Hybrid Theory" Backed by lead single "One Step
Cbser." the album became a huge hit and quickly
the angsty. "shut up when I'm talking to you" band
became a household name and one of the top-selling acts oi the decade
"A 1 housand Sum" is the group's fourth offenng.
first since the lukewarm 'Minutes to Midnight" and
it features a different sound than previous albums
Much different
This is Linkin Park's attempt at a concept album
The concept rs a loose one. and keyboardist/emcee

See SUNS | Page 9
WWW24XEROCOM

"Everyone dies,
even grenadecrapping super
soldiers."

My "Halo: Reach" story starts huddled outside of Gamestop, desperately clutching my 65 dollars as
seconds ticked to midnight. The
atmosphere was tentative, and you woman through the Fall of Reach.
could taste the perspiration. As the The game opens with the player
golden hour finally arrived, in my dead, their helmet lying shattered
hands I clutched my prize: a single on the ground and a bullet hole
copy of "Halo: Reach."
The game is a prequel of sorts,
HALO
and it follows a nameless man or

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLED'

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

THIS WEEKEND IN BG
Two bands for chump change

Swing music takes over

Runway show hits Toledo

At the Cla-Zel Theater downtown, a show
will be put on by two different artists for $4.
The distinct, edgy band Exit 179 will share
the stage with Jenni Snyder, who will play
on her guitar. The show starts at 7 p.m.

Anyone looking to dance this weekend but
tired of the hip-hop club scene will find that
Swingmania: Fall Fiesta Dance Party, held at the
Stranahan Theater in Toledo, is the place to be.
The musical event promises swing music.

EPIC Toledo and the Toledo Blade have
put together the 21 and older Runway
Rivalry and EPIC Rocks Fashion show this
Saturday at 8 p.m. near Dillards at the
Toledo Express Airport

LOHAN: Ratatouille could be the one 'neal
that could dean up out favorite mean girl.

THEY SAID IT
"I wasn't a druggie stripper. I
was a very good person doing
it."
-Kendra Wilkinson
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Musician Jason Mraz mesmerizes a massive Michigan audience
By Mariiha Ptvtrowski
Pulse Reporter

When lason Mraz greets
his fans with his repertoire
of breezy and beautiful pop
songs, he tells his audience,
"Don't ever let your mind stop
you from having a good time."
For the audience at
Mraz's Sept. 16 show at the
Eastern Michigan University
Convocation Center in
Ypsilanti, Mich., this was
hardly an issue. Throughout
Mraz's 90-minute set, the
audience gladly got into the
groove along with Mraz and
his band, which included an
impressive horn section, the
Grooveline Horns.
Lookingsharpinhisbuttondown shirt, skin-tight jeans
and ubiquitous brimmed hat,
Mraz charmed the audience
with a mix of songs mainly
from his 2008 release, "We
Sing, We Dance. We Steal
Things." as well as new songs
he plans to include on his
upcoming 2011 album.
Mraz had strong banter
with the crowd, frequently
addressing them between
songs. In the opening
moments of the show, he took
to the stage with a short song
which worked "Ypsilanti"
into the rhyme scheme.
During the sensual "Not
So Usual," he enlisted the
help of a young woman in
the audience to dance with

"... [W]hen Mraz began to sing one
of the biggest hits of the last decade,
I'm Yours,' the audience went into a
screaming frenzy."
him and was clearly taken Mraz had the audience on
aback by her engaging moves, their feel and dancing as he
commenting after the dance played his guitar and danced
that it fell "naughty." During with the crowd.
WhenMrazslowcdthcpace
his encore he also brought
up one male and one female for songs such as \ Beautiful
audience member It) hype Mess" and new songs "They
Shaped My Life" and Mow
the crowd.
Even though Mraz has a Does It Feel?" he still manstrong voice that allows him aged to perform with such
to perform his songs as good charisma and emotion thai
as, if not better than, they he had the audience in the
sound on his albums, he uses palm of his hand. Dedicating
his shows to bring audienc- How Does ll Feel?" to any
es unique takes on his hits. future children he may have
For "The Remedy (I Won't and "They Shaped My Life"
Worry)." he changed the song to the various characters he
from the familiar pop-rock encountered ill his life that
radio hit to a slower, reggae- influenced him (including
tinged sing-along. During someone who beat him up
"Lucky," originally sung with in seventh grade), he made it
Colbie Caillat, he asked the clear that he didn't just write
female audience members laid-back radio hits.
Yet, those radio hits made
and men with effeminate
voices to sing Oiillat's part him a star, and when Mraz
and added a Spanish chorus began to sing one of the big(which he jokingly referred to gest songs of the last decade,
"I'm Yours." the audience went
as Japanese).
During songs such as into a screaming frenzy. II
"Butterfly, The Dynamo of would not be a stretch to say
Volition" and the new song thai every audience member
"San Disco Reggaefnrnia." knew and sang along with

MABISMA Pit TBOWSKI

MRAZ: Puke Reporter M
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ever) lyric. It c reated a major
bonding moment foi the

members after the show, they
were certainly impressed
Another impressive pan oi
Mraz's show was the
itself, Since Mraz prides him
selfonenvironmenlalism, the
background was composed ol
plastic water bottles that were
transformed into a beautiful light display through
a pro ess he referred to as
'up-cycling." rhroughoui the
show, vivid cotol schemes as
well .is lyrics and song titles

crowd, which lasted until the

very end of the show, when
Mraz performed a cover of
the Beatles' "All You Need Is
Love."
Mraz may be a relaxed
man. but that doesn't mean
he slacks off in his performances. IU' dedicates all he
has intoentei laming his audience, and, judging by positive
murmurs of exiting i rowd

would light up behind Mraz
anil his hand

When Mraz perfoi mod at
Anderson Vrena in -11'
was nol as well known as
he is now and his stage was
nol as elaborate ! lowi
in those five years he has
not lost his Han tin pet
forming .mil no mattei
size HI the i rowd or the
Tamilian!) ol Ins songs, he
makes his show - .i fun nine
foi audieni e members.

"AY-ZIGGY-ZOOMBA" ALTERNATIVE PLAYLIST
"AY-ZIGGY-ZOOMBA" MAY BE THE UNIVERSITY'S UNOFFICIAL
FIGHT SONG BUT ITS NOT THE ONLY SONG PLAYING.

<

'sources Mike Cihon. Katie Stephenson. Bnan Delehoy

2 DJ GOT US FALUN IN LOVE |

5 DYNAMITE |

3. RUDE BOY IRIHANNA
4 MAGIC I BOB

6.1 LIKE IT I ENRIQUE l<
7 ROCKSTAR1011 IANNA

I. PARTY IN THE U.S.A. | MILEY CYRUS
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From Page 8
Mile Shuxxia explains that it does not have

"Linds crushed my
dinner daydream
when... she failed
to pass drug tests
for cocaine and
amphetamines."

a strut nairative. calling it a "multi-concept
album
Ihe albums title derives fiom o quote by I

4

sound, both track are a far cry from
anything the band has done before And
more importantly, neither of the tra Is
really work
So is different a good tlmg o* a bad thing'
"Wretches and Kings is packed with screaming vocals from Chester heavy guitars,

Robert Oppenhetttw. who is known as the

mediocre raps from Shinoda and is the

father ol the atom bomb War and nucleai

closest to the vintage UAm Park sound diehard LP fans will get on this record

weapons are prominent themes throughout
the record
Like I said, much different Those expecting
a performance like the band gave on their
first two records will be immediately disappointed "Suns' starts out with the haunting
"The Requiem" when features extremely
distorted vocals and along with the second
track, "The Radiance" sets a somber tone

up a homemade oil and vinegar dressing to coat a salad
of local lettuces and grated
Parmesan cheese.
Out of respect for her
recovery, I would nol open
a bottle of Santa Lucia Vigna
del Meograno, an Italian red
wine I'm currently obsessed
with.
I like to imagine Linds
and I eating slowly from
Fiestaware plates while talking about upcoming projects, heartbreak and funny
childhood
memoriesmuch like the talks 1 have at
any meaningful dinner. We
would linger at my humble
dinner table, sip Pellegrino
with lemon wedges and let
the food settle before doing
dishes.
Sadly, Unds crushed my
dinner daydream when,
according to TMZ, this week
she failed to pass drug tests
for cocaine and amphetamines.
I had high hopes for
her. And 1 still wonder if
a made-from-scratch meal
and some down-home
convo would entice her to
stay clean.
I'll never know.

"Waitfcng for the end" features a feggae

for the record
Burning in the Skies" is the album's first
lull-length track, and it features a piano
backdrop and absent is any screaminq from
lead singer Chester Benmngton or heavy
guitars
The album picks up a little with "When [hey
Come for Me" which features heavily hip-

"Iridescent' on the other hand es slow, pianodnven and is pretty phenomenal
"The Catalyst is an interesting choice foi
the lead-single, but it is also the correct one
It lias the aggression from their previous
efforts combined with the band's new sound
All m all. it is easily the best track the band
has made in years
Linkin Park faces a bit of a conundrum with
this release Following Ihe disappointing
"Minutes to Midnight* record, they coulcTve
reverted to the sound ol tfieii first two
records and pleased tlieii fans. 01 they could
continue to expenment with then sound
and grow as musicians
Tlie band chose to do the latter, men In my

hop iiBjwed prodticton from Rick Rubti

opinion is the correct decision. The albums

and Shnoda (both of whom prooWe the

finale. "The Messenger' rs a perfect example

enure record) The track features Shmodas

of the bands growth.
Ten years ago the dea of Lmkin Park doing a

best rapping performance on the record
"The pJI that I'm on is a tough one to swallow / I'm not a cnrmral. not a role model /
Not a bom leader. I m a tough act to follow'
"Robot Boy' features a bouncy piano, and
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ballad with nothing but vocals and an acoustic guitar would be asmine But Chester's
vulnerable vocals are some of the more
powerful moments throughout the afcum

If an average
American were to get

seriously, this is not realis-Caught With COCa'tie,
tic. This makes people think fL
wm.U Up no!nn
thai they can get away with lney W0UltI De 90m9
anything. She's a drug addict |Q jaj| parjs g0f Qff
3
for Christ sakes; they need to
'
jt
send her to jail."
While celebrities seem
to be above the law, sophoTiffany Rusl
more Brittany Brown disagrees. She wants the court
system to see that celebri- celebrities harsh sentences.
ties are not above the law.
especially if they deserve it."
While celebrities seem
"1 don't think thai it is fair
how celebrities can gel away to be able to get off wilh
wilh crimes," said Brown. easier sentences for crimes,
"I think that court systems Bowling Green takes crimineed to be able to step up, nal activity, as well as drug
and not be afraid to give violations, very seriously.

easy.

HALO

ll lends laughing at the
cheesy piano music is nol

From Page 8

ok.i\. alone in a dark loom

the lasi place you would
want it! light between the
eyes, rhis fatalist approach
shocked me a bit .it Ihe start
and had me thinking, "But
I'm an unstoppable killing
machine who eats gunpow
der and i raps grenades, how
could I die?" Rest assured
thai end nails foi Us all.
Everyone dies, even grenade
crapping super soldiers.
The i ampaign itself is leg
endary. ihe level oi difnculn Isheroii and most normal
players won'l find ll easy Mj
first play through was in my
living i oi mi surrounded by
three ol my closet friends.
Tin' end result was less
than breathtaking However,
because I'm an achievement
grinder, during my solo play,
I actually gol the impai i oi
the story.
Having vein obnoxious

is bow tins game is meant
to be played 'Spoilei Men'
\s you play through, one
by one yom squad dies Aid
from their virtual selves
being erased from the game
world, the game actually
makes you miss them,
Alone, this game is ruthless, i he sum itself is well
written with moderately
good voice acting. I'm not
going to ruin the whole
campaign for you. Inn
essentially, players find
something thai will help
humanity win the wai
against evil,
I he aspect thai most gain
ers Hill be throwing theii
lives away in is the multiplay ei mode, which is by fat
the most polished out ol any

which allows the unlinking
ol more and more armot
It you have played Halo"
before, the multiplayer will
offei no shocks. Nearly every
weapon is either a reshell
of a previous weapon oi a
Straight port, but this dues

nol diminish from the experience one bit. I hegameplay
is smooth as silk and the
only Ion up is the I lite VS
spartan' gametype where
the Spartans have a lug
advantage. Aside Irom that,
every tiling plays Hell

And here I sit. writing tins
re\ lew to die sound ol im

roommate downstairs play
ing "Halo: Reach." Sounds
like the game is about to end.
I line lo go show him how
II •done

1 hi' game introduces new

"I talo: Reach" consists ol a
wonderful campaign, addictive iiuilnplavei mode and
a multitude of features thai
promises players will nol get

leveling/ranking systems,

bored anytime soon

ol the previous Halo games

THIS WEEK
IN ENTERTAINMENT:
C

KATY BANNED FROM SESAME STREET
the biggest sonq of the summer. "C.alitorni.1 Ou'1
thepoj
hild
■
• ,n inappropriate wardrobe that showed too much
Jip of the show leaked and immediate \
ents IV ryl
weigh in, but she facet
you how to get to Sesame Street'''
GLAMBERT S SCUFFLE American Idol runner-up Adam
I ambert qot into a physical altercation with i .
Since the light, the photographer pressed cl
singe on account of battery which I
tweeting, "Battery'' Nope I attempted to grab a i
punches were th-own and no one was on the ground"
CHER BELIEVES IN LIFE AFTER VEGAS r
.pending
in doing a sh >v
Cher has
announce I thai >■ •■ ill complete the show's run on Febru r\ 5
The 64-yeai-old star will be touring with yet anothei
starting in 2011
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AMANDA MCGUIM MICNEK

What to serve
Lindsay Lohan

While celebrities going to jail has
become an increasingly popular
trend in Hollywood, 1 don't feel
any sympathy for the stars forced
to wear orange jumpsuits and consume horrible jail food.
That is until Lindsay Lohan went
to jail this past July.
I'orsomereasonljndshasalways
found a spot in my heart. Most like
ly because she played Cady Heron,
smart-girl-gone-crazy-rctums-tosmart-girl, in "Mean Girls." I relate
to Cady. 1 understand being geeky
and wanting to fit in.
But more than being the lead
in one of my favorite teen movies,
Linds is a talented actress. "Freaky
Friday," adapted from the great
young adult novel, was another
smart role she chose.
And any actress who appears in
"A Prairie Home Companion" and
"Bobby" has to be aware of the
world around her and understand
the greater impact of movies such
as these.
So when I'm bored, waiting in
line at the Downtown Farmers
Market or on a bench in I layes Hall
between classes. I like to imagine
cooking meals for various influential, famous or infamous people.
In light of her release from jail and
rehab last month, I've been composing a dinner menu for Linds:
ratatouille with polenta and a fresh
salad with local greens.
Linds is in need of a simple, comforting dish. After all the gross jail
and rehab food, she needs a homemade meal jam-packed with nourishment from tomatoes, eggplants,
squash, onions and herbs. Because
vegetables are the stars in this layered casserole, Linds will get some
much-needed vitamins.
Because Linds is familiar with
the Disney catalog, I assume she's
seen the movie "Ratatouille" and
understands the ingredients of the
dish and the symbolism of rustic
food makinga comeback.
Though I'm a fan of Julia Child's
ratatouille recipe, I would make
Linds the Alice Water's one. It is
just a bit less complex and more
flavorful with the addition of sweet
bell peppers. I would use Michael
Symon's polenta recipe and whisk
See FOOD | Page 9
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Highly anticipated 'Halo: Reach' delivers

"A THOUSAND SUNS
■ Artist Name | Unkin Park
■ Grade B

REVIEWS

BvRolfRitchia
Guest Pulse Reporter

WHAT ZACH GASE THINKS: Ten years ago.

Gr»d.:A-

little known band. Linkin Park released their debut
"Hybrid Theory" Backed by lead single "One Slep
Closer." the album became a huge hit and quickly
the angsty. 'shut up when I m taking to you" band
became a household name and one ol the top-selling acts ol the decade
"A Thousand Suns" is the group's (ourth ollermg
lirst since the lukewarm Minutes to Midnight, and
it lealures a different sound than previous albums
MuchcWerem
This is brim Park's attempt at a concept album
The concept is a loose one. and keyboardist/emcee

See SUNS | Page 9
KWW.J4ttR0.COM

My "Halo: Reach" story starts huddled outside of (lamestop, desperately clutching my 65 dollars as
seconds ticked to midnight. The
atmosphere was tentative, and you
could taste the perspiration. As the
golden hour finally arrived, in my
hands I clutched my pri/.e: a single
copy ol "Halo: Reach."
The game is a prequel of sorts,
and it follows a nameless man or

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

"Everyone dies,
even grenadecrapping super
soldiers."
woman through the Fall of Reach.
The game opens with the player
dead, their helmet lying shattered
on the ground and a bullet hole
See HALO | Page 9

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

THIS WEEKEND IN BG
Two bands for chump change

Swing music takes over

Runway show hits Toledo

At the Cla-Zel Theater downtown, a show
will be put on by two different artists for $4.
The distinct, edgy band Exit 179 will share
the stage with Jenni Snyder, who will play
on her guitar. The show starts at 7 p.m.

Anyone looking to dance this weekend but
tired of the hip-hop club scene will find that
Swingmania: Fall Fiesta Dance Party, held at the
Stranahan Theater in Toledo, is the place to be.
The musical event promises swing music.

EPIC Toledo and the Toledo Blade have
put together the 21 and older Runway
Rivalry and EPIC Rocks Fashion show this
Saturday at 8 p.m. near Dillards at the
Toledo Express Airport.

LOHAN: Ratatouille could be the one meal
that could clean up our favorite 'mean giri'

THEY SAID IT
"I wasn't a druggie stripper. I
was a very good person doing
it."
-Kendra Wilkinson

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
I
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Musician Jason Mraz mesmerizes a massive Michigan audience
By Maritha Pialrowiki
Pulse Reporter

"... [W]hen Mraz began to sing one
When i.i-i HI Mraz greets
of the biggest hits of the last decade,
his fans with his repertoire
of breezy and beautiful pup
'I'm Yours,' the audience went into a
songs, he tells his audience.
"Don't ever let your mind stop
screaming frenzy."
you from having a good time."
For the audience at
Mraz's Sept. 16 show at the
Eastern Michigan University him and was clearly taken Mraz had the audience on
Convocation Center in aback by her engaging moves, their leel and dancing as he
Ypsilanti, Mich., this was commenting after the dance played his guitar and danced
hardly an issue. Throughout that it felt "naughty." During with the crowd.
WhenMraz slowed thepace
Mraz's 90-minute set, the his encore he also brought
audience gladly got into the up one male and one female for songs such as A Beautiful
groove along with Mraz and audience member to hype Mess and new songs I hey
Shaped \l\ Life" and "Mow
his hand, which included an the crowd.
Even though Mraz has a Does it Feel?" he still manimpressive horn section, the
strong voice that allows him aged to perform with such
(irooveline Morns.
Lookingsharpinhisbullon- to perform his songs as good charisma and emotion that
down shirt, skin-tight jeans as. if not better than, they he had the audience in the
and ubiquitous brimmed hat, sound on his albums. Ileuses palm ol his hand. Dedicating
Mraz charmed the audience his shows to bring audienc- "How Does It Feel?" to any
with a mix of songs mainly es unique takes on his hits. future children he may have
from his 21)08 release. "We For "The Remedy (I Won't and "They Shaped Mv I ife'
Sing, We Dance. We Steal Worry)," he changed the song to the various characters he
Things," as well as new songs from the familiar pop-rock encountered in bis life that
he plans to include on his radio hit to a slower, reggae- influenced bun (including
tinged sing-along. During someone who beat him up
upcoming 2011 album.
Mraz had strong banter lucky.' originally sung with in seventh grade . he made H
with the crowd, frequently Colbie Caillat, he asked the clear that he didn't just wi ite
addressing them between female audience members laid-back radio bits
Yet. those radio bits made
songs. In the opening and men with effeminate
moments of t he show, he took voices to sing Caillat s part him a star, and when Mraz
to the stage with a short song and added a Spanish chorus began to sing one of the big
which worked "Ypsilanti" (which he jokingly referred to gest songs of the last decade,
"I'm Yours." t he audience went
as Japanese).
into the rhyme scheme.
During songs such as into a screaming frenzy. It
During the sensual "Nol
So Usual," he enlisted the "Butterfly. I'he Dynamo of would not be a stretch to say
help of a young woman in Volition'' and the new song that every audience member
the audience to dance with "San Disco Rcggaelorma. knew and sang along with

WWISHAPIITIIOWWI
MRAZ:
■

■

ever) lyrii. li i reated a majoi
bonding moment foi the
crowd, which lasted until the
very end of the show, when
Mraz performed ,i i ow
the Beatles' "All You Xeed Is
Love
Mraz may be ,i relaxed
man. hut thai doesn I mean
he slacks oil in Ins perfot
malices lie dedicate- all he
has into entertaining his audi
ence, and, judging by positive
murmurs of exiling crowd

members aftei the show, they
ertainly impressed
Anothei impressive part ol
Mraz's show was
' Since Mraz prides him
selfonenvtronmentalism.the
background was composed ol
plastic watet bottles thai were
transformed into a beauti
tul light display through
,i pro ess he referred to as
up-1'vi ling rhroughoul the
show, vivid i oloi M hemes as
well .e- lyrics and song titles

would light up behind
and bis band
When Mraz i
Anderson Arena
was nol a- well-l
he is now, and his stagi
not as elaborate Uovvi
in those five years he has
nol lost his flail foi pet
forming and no matti i
size ol ihe i rowd "i the
familiarity of his son)
makes his show - a fun nine
foi audieni e nun,

"AY-ZIGGY-ZOOMBA" ALTERNATIVE PLAYUST
"AY-ZIGGYZOOMBA" MAY BE THE UNIVERSITY'S UNOFFICIAL
FIGHT SONG BUT ITS NOT THE ONLY SONG PLAYING.
"sources Mike Clhon. Katie Siepherv>on. [■>

«7

2 DJ GOT US FALLIN IN LOVE |

S DYNAMITE |

3. RUDE BOY IRIHANNA
4 MAGIC |

6.1 LIKE IT |
7ROCKSTAR101I

I. PARTY IN THE U.S.A. | MILEY CYRUS

FOOD
From Page 8

'Waiimg for the End" features a reggae

SUNS

. und :"■"■.• il
anything the band has ckn» I

From Page 8

"Linds crushed my

realh/work
S" is different a good thing or a bad I
"Wretches and Kings' is packed with scream-

I ,r

ing vocals from Chester he,i..

The alums title derives Irom a quote by J

dinner daydream
when... she failed
to pass drug tests
for cocaine and
amphetamines."
up a homemade oil and vinegar dressing to coat a salad
of local lettuces and grated
Parmesan cheese.
Out of respect for her
recovery. I would not open
a bottle of Santa Lucia Vigna
del Meograno, an Italian red
wine I'm currently obsessed
with.
I like to imagine Linds
and I eating slowly from
1'ieslaware plates while talking about upcoming projects, heartbreak and funny
childhood
memories—
much like the talks I have at
any meaningful dinner. We
would linger at my bumble
dinner table, sip I'ellegrino
with lemon wedges and let
the food settle before doing
dishes.
Sadly, linds crushed my
dinner daydream when,
according to TMZ, this week
she failed to pass drug tests
for cocaine and amphetamines.
I had high hopes for
her. And 1 still wonder if
a made-from-scralch meal
and some down-home
convo would entice her to
stay clean.
I'll never know.

From Page 8

more importantly, neither of'

Mike Srmoda e»pians that it does not have
a strut narrative, eaftng it a "mull

mediocre taps from Shinoda and is tlie

Robert Oppenheimei. who rs known as the

closest to the vmuqe I .ml.-

father o( tlie atom bomb War and nuclear
weapons are prominent themes throughout

i •

Id

hard IP fans vnH get on this record
"Iridescent" on the other liand is slow, piano-

the record

tiid is pretty plienomenal

Like I said, much cWfeient Those expecting

"TheCataiyst" is an mter^ii'i hotcel

a performance like the band gave on the*

the lead-single, but it is also the cc;>

first two records wi* be immediatefy dtsap ■

It has the aggression from their previous
efforts'ombined with thr I ii«' new sound

pointed "Suns" starts out with the haunting
"The Requiem" which features extremely

Al n all it is easily the best trac I '.he band

distorted vocals and along with the second
track. "The Radiance" sets a somber tone

has made m years
Lnikm Park faces a bit of a conundrum with

for the record

ttft release Following the disappointing

"Burning m the Skies, is the albums fir.t

"Minutes to Midnight record they contrive

full-length track, and it features a piano
backdiop and absent is any screaming horn

reverted to the sound of the I
records and pleased ifieii fans 01 tliey IOUU
continue to enpenmenl with their sound

lead singer Chester Benninglcxi or heavy
guitars
The album picks up a fcftlp with "When They

and grow as musicians

Come For Me whxh features heavily hip hop mspiied production from Rick Rubin

Tlie band chose to do the latter wht I
opinion is the correct decision The albums
finale. "The Messenger" is a perfect example

and Shinoda (both of whom pioduce the

. "i- bandi gn ivd

eniie record) The track features Shinoda s

Ten years ago the idea ol linkm Park doing a

best rapping performance on the record
"The pill thai I m on is a tough one to swal-

ballad with nothing but vw >
nd
tic guitar would be asinine But Chester's

low / I'm nol a cnrranal. not a role model /
Mot a born leader. I'm a tough act to lollow"

vulnerable vocals are some of the more
powerful moments throughout the album

"Robot Boy" features a bouncy piano, and

ARREST
From Page 8

HALO

"If an average
American were to get

the last place you would
warn II light between the
eyes ! his fatalisl approai h
shocked me a bil al the siarl
and had me thinking, "Hut
I'm an unstoppable killing
machine who eats gunpou
derand i raps grenades, how
could I die?' Resl assured
that end waits foi u-, all.
Everyone dies, even grenadecrapping supei soldiers.
ihe campaign itself is legendar) I'he level ol difficul
iv is heroii and most normal
players won't Inul it easy. M\
first play through was in my
living room surrounded by
three ol my dosel friends
I In end result was less
than breathtaking 1 lowever,
because i m an achievement
grinder, during im solo play,
I actually got the impact ol
Ihe story.
Having yout obnoxious

friends laughing at the which allows the unlocking
cheesy piano music is not ol mine and more armoi
okay; alone in a dark room II you have played Halo
is how ilns game is meant before, the multiplu
to be played, 'spoiler Alert' offei noshoi ks Searl
\s you play through, one weapon is eithei ,i reshell
by one yroui squad dies \id of a pre\ ious weapon oi a
Irom theii virtual selves straight port, but this does
being erased from Ihe game nol diminish Irom the expeworld, the game actually riencennebil fhegameplay
makes you miss them.
is smooth as silk and the
Alone, ilus game is ruth only hiccup is the 1 lite vs
le>s. I lie storj itself is well Spartan" gametype where
written with moderately Ihe Spartans have a big
good voice at ting I'm nol advantage Aside from that,
going to iiiin the whole everything plays well.
And here I sit, willing tins
campaign foi you, but
essentially players inul review to the sound of mv
something thai will help roommate downstairs play
humanity win the wai ing ' Halo: Reach." Sounds
against e\ il.
lik. the game is about to end
I nne to go show him how
Ihe aspect that most gam
.■is will be throwing their it'sdone.
lives away in is the multiHalo: Reach" consists ol a
playei mod,'. whi< Ii is by fat wonderful campaign, addicthe m,-i polished out ol any tive inultiplayer mode and
of the previous Halo game- a multitude til features thai
Ihe game introduces new promises players w ill nol get
leveling ranking systems, bored anytime soon

THIS WEEK
IN ENTERTAINMENT:
KATY BANNED FROM SESAME STREET

seriously, .his is no. reaiis caught with cocaine,

'

tic This makes people think jL
WQUU kp a0\nn
thai they can get away with lneV woula De 1um(i
anything. She's a drug addict (Q jaj| parjs got Qff
for Christ sakes; they need to

easy."

send her to jail."

While celebrities seem
to be above the law. sophomore Brittany Brown disagrees. She wants the court
system to see that celebrities are not above the law.
1 don't think that it is fair
how celebrities can gel away
with crimes,'' said Brown.
"I think that court systems
need to he able to step up,
and not be afraid to give

e • iw leal ■.: ind nn -.: ■ .
weigh in. but she
letto ■■ i ■
GLAMBERTS SCUFFLE

•• II

hman

celebrities harsh sentences,
especially il they deserve it.
While celebrities seem
to be able to get off with
easier sentences lor crimes.
Howling Green takes criminal activity, as well as drug
violations, very seriously.

...

.

■

...

"■ . .vhich Lambert
(tempted to gra
-p .ind no one w
CHER BELIEVES IN LIFE AFTER VEGAS
■I'
..

i

•

■

. II be touring v> thyel
■

i 2011

■

.

SPORTS

10 Friday. Septemtwt 24.2010

Falcon rugby club takes
field against Virginia Tech

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix

PBF**"

brought to you by
1
2
3
4

Sculptors" subtects
Billy Joel's daughter
Has _ to grind
Puccini's "O mio babbmo

5 Asset protection plan.
briefly
Determined
_-lsrae.l War
Equitable way to pay
Sobieski of "Joy Ride'
(2001)
10 Blue books?
11 1969 road movie
12 Toupee
13 Madre's hermana
21 Injures badly
22 They re not free of
charge
27 Make restitution
28 Service songs
29 "90s "SNL" regular
Cheri
30 Frenzy
31 Hardly the drill sergeant type
6
7
8
9

ACROSS
1 WE B Du Bois was
among its founders
6 Cool's cousin
10 Barcelona-born muralist
14 Of an arm bone
15 Coastal predator
16 Hawaii neighbor
17 "The Wreck ol the Mary
18 Benelil
19 Far Hills. N J.-based sports c
20 Oil company's penchant lor
employee transfers?
23 Pennzoil letters
24 Carrier with a hub at LAX
25 Con opening
26 Arena cheer
29 Measure ol neighborhood
drug traffic''
32 Part of CPA: Abbr
35 Where Charlie was trapped,
in a Kingston Trio hit
36 Doomed city
37 Red

38 Peruvian address
41 "Liz: The Elizabeth Taylor
Story" star Sherilyn
42 Puccini oflering
44 "_ Woman": 1975 hit
45 Muy. across the Pyrenees
46 Egotism that bnngs
you to tears''
50 "Wheel of Fortune" buy
51 Half a cocktail
52 "Kinda" suffix
53 Half-witted
56 Pigmentation variations?
60 Pedestal
62 Like Erie's art
63 Any Frankie Avaton song
64 Follow
65 Gardener, at times
66 Like many a motel air conditioner
67 Crown's girl, in a 1935 opera
68 Gotcha"
69 One who's generally bottled
up?

32
33
34
39
40
43
47
48

Coffee asset
Fowl on a menu
Climbers' obstacles
Man, e.g.
See, and then some
Fighting
Kingsley role
Family gathenng
staples

49 Crowd
53 Slew
54 Formal doorstep
response
55 "Yeah, right!!''
57 F and G. but not H
58 Slurpee alternative
59 _ gin
60 Sportscaster Costas
61 Harlem Globetrotters
founder Saperstein
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 18 STRAIGHT YEARS
SKABOUT

PISnN€LLO'S| UR SPECIALS;

203 K Main *«**»*»
352-5166 1
$6.50 Minimum
L
Open Weekdays 4P.M.
PHOTO PROVIDED BY ROGER MAZZARELLA

e our coupon menu at
■pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fn. • Sat. - Sun.
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2 RECTOR OF RUGFJv

RUN: Wing Rocco Mauer funs the ball upheld in a BG game earlier this season Mauer is an All-Amencan rugby player

ByCJW.Uon

Reporter

Last week the BG rugby team
faced its biggest challenge
of the season so far against
Davenport, but proved why
it's the top ranked team in
Division I rugby.
The Panthers utilized
their size and capitalized
on the Falcons' mistakes in
the first half to take a 17-10
lead at the break. This was
the first time the Falcons
trailed in any of their first
three contests.
Unfortunately for the
Panthers, things were
much different following
the break.
BG exploded in the second half with the aid of
the strong Northwest Ohio
winds at their back.
The Falcons went on
to put up 29 unanswered
points en route to a 46-17
win in its first home match
of the year.
The Falcons' biggest
asset this season has been
their speed.
This was proven in the
second half as the quick
backs proceeded to open
up the game, essentially
putting the much larger
Davenport forwards in
their rearview mirror.
When good passes are
made and players are communicating properly, the
Falcons have shown they
are nearly unbeatable and
undoubtedly deserve their
status as the top ranked
team in Division 1 rugby.

"They were on a pretty solid path, but they
had some setbacks because of the disciplinary
issues from the school. I think they're well on
their way back from that issue. Their coach
is pretty well known, so I think he's got them
flying on the right path again."
Tony Mazzarella | Coach
The turnovers in last
week's match were the
biggest issue for coach
Tony Mazzarella.
He said the team would
be working on keeping
possession rather than
trying to gain more yardage, which was a big reason
why so many balls were
lost to Davenport.
Making faster, more accurate passes is also a point of
emphasis this week.
"The quicker the ball that
we get, the better our backs
can run free," Mazzarella
said. "We want to make
sure we have this to our
advantage this week."
Saturday, the Falcons
host a more unfamiliar
opponent in out-of-conference foe Virginia Tech.
According to director of
rugby Roger Mazzarella,
this season is more or
less a rebuilding year for
the Hokies.
Last fall, the Hokies' season was cut short in midOctober because of a hazing incident at a party held
by a member of the team.
At that point, the team

was suspended and wasn't
allowed to return to play
until May 2010.
"They were on a pretty
solid path, but they had
some setbacks because of
the disciplinary issues from
theschool,"TonyMazzarella
said. "1 think they're well
on their way back from that
issue. Their coach is pretty
well known, so I think he's
got them flying on the right
path again."
For missing an entire
year, the Hokies seem to
have put a very competitive team on the field.
Before the official season began, Virginia Tech
played well and made it
to the semifinals in the
Atlantic Coast Invitational,
where they were narrowly beaten by tournament
favorites, North Carolina.
So far, the Hokies are
off to a 1-0 start this season after defeating lames
Madison — who are
the 2009 Virginia State
Champions — 64-33.
The match is scheduled
for 1 p.m. Saturday at the
College Park Rugby Field.

Mauer faces Jones in second round of Rugby H2H
This year, a new website has emerged and is gaining some attention within collegiate rugby
circles around the country.
Rugbyh2h.com pits 16 All-American rugby players against each other. The competition
essentially rests on the shoulders of fans. Viewers can sign in and vote for their favorite players and the competitor with the most votes moves on to the next round.
The Falcons are represented by All-American wing Rocco Mauer, who has made it to the
second round of the tournament.

Michigan bound
BG tennis teams travels to East Lansing for Spartan Invitational
By lan Sl«il«
Reporter

Christine
Chiricosta

fltftt Maddy
f^^W Eccleston

benlor won a
r*"^^B Sophomore won
After an impressive persingles title last
■P*"** a singles title last
formance at the BGSU
weekend
3^tkva* weekend
Invitational last weekend,
the Falcon tennis team
is set to travel to East Invitational,
winning
There will be some rust
Lansing to compete in the all four matches against to shake off for Louisville,
Spartan Invite.
Toledo, earning a win in Akron
and
Eastern
The Falcons are hoping singles and a win in two Michigan, as the Spartan
the momentum attained doubles against Cleveland Invitational will be each
last weekend will carry State and winning three of team's first time on the
over to an even better per- four against IPFW.
court this season.
formance in East Lansing.
The Falcons, as always, will
The Falcons will also
The Falcons are one get tough competition from be able to get a look
of 13 schools participat- rival Toledo, who is looking to at the University of
ing in the event, along avenge getting swept by the Louisville's team at the
with Akron, Ball State, Falcons a week ago.
Spartan Invitational.
Eastern Michigan, Toledo,
The Falcons will also
The Cardinals are the
California University of get a look at other Mid- Falcons' first opponent of
Pennsylvania, Chicago American
Conference the regular season and are
State, Cleveland State. teams in Akron, Ball State presenting a young team,
Detroit, IPFW, Louisville and Eastern Michigan.
much like BG.
and Marquette.
The team has an advanHowever, Louisvilledoes
The tennis team has tage over many of the not have the luxury of havalready found success participating teams, hav- ing a senior on the roster.
against many of those ing already competed in The Spartan Invitational
teams at the BGSU a tournament.
begins today at 9 a.m.

Check us out online at:
www. bgviews.com

BGSU
TRIVIA
On October 13,
1919. BG played its
first intercollegiate
football game,
Who was the
opponent?

VILLAGE Birch Run

APARTMENTS

* Reduced Rate in
September 2010 *
• Apartments Available »
* Semester Leases •

Golf Club

Only 10 Minutes
fruit Campus!

* Minutes from BGSU •
* Pet friendly community *
• Heat included *

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

/ miles otll 7* South 111
North B.iltimmr on Sf K\ 18

18 Holes and a Cart
must show student ID

Monday-Friday... $15
Saturday-Sunday... $20
Call 419-257 3641 today for tee time
Tee Tune is required

In this round's matchup, Mauer faces Gareth Jones, an Outside Center from
Temple University.
So far, BG's speedster has received the second-most votes in the competition with 218 total,
just behind Nick Regas of Claremont McKenna College, who has garnered 238 total votes.
In order to be eligible to vote, each viewer is required to sign up for an account, which takes
just a few minutes to complete.
Voters will be eligible to vote for Mauer in his second round matchup beginning Sunday.
Sept. 26.
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